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Abstract  
 

Within the past decade, talk has arisen of shifting the utility grid from centralized, radial 

sources to a distributed network of sources, also known as distributed generation (DG); in the 

wake of deregulation, the California energy crisis, and northeastern blackouts. 

Existing control techniques for DG systems are designed to operate a system either in the 

connected or disconnected (islanding) mode to the utility; thus not allowing for both modes to be 

implemented and transitioned between.  Existing detection and re-closure algorithms can also be 

improved upon.  Dependent upon the method implemented, detection algorithms can either cause 

distortions in the output or completely miss a disturbance.  The present re-closure process to 

reconnect to the utility is to completely shutdown and wait five minutes.  The proposed methods 

of this study improve upon existing methods, via simulation and hardware experimentation, for 

DG systems that can intentionally islanding themselves. 

The proposed, “switched-mode”, control allows for continuous operation of the system 

during disturbances by transitioning the mode of control to reflect the change in the system mode 

(grid-connected or islanding).  This allows for zero downtimes without detrimental transients. 

The proposed detection method can sense disturbances that other methods cannot; and 

within 25 ms (approximately 1.5 line-cycles at 60 Hz).  This method is an improvement over 

other methods because it eliminates the need to purposely distort the outputs to sense a 

disturbance. 

The proposed re-closure method is an improvement over the existing method due to the 

fact that it does not require the system to de-energize before re-synchronizing and reconnecting 

to the utility.  This allows for DGs to continuously supply power to the system without having to 

shut down.  Results show that the system is generally ready to reconnect after 2 to 5 line cycles. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

1.1 Concept of Distributed Generation & Intentional Islanding 
As the demand for more reliable and secure power systems with greater power quality 

steadily increases, the concepts of Distributed Generation (DG) have become progressively more 

popular [1-4]; especially with the decreasing costs of fuel-cell technologies and other clean, 

alternative energy resources (such as wind-turbine, bio-mass, micro-turbine and solar-cell 

systems).  To effectively and efficiently connect any of these technologies, referred to as 

Distributed Energy Resources (DERs), to the existing three-phase (3Φ) power systems, power-

electronics-based conversion systems need to be developed for the proper conditioning of the 

energy to be delivered [5, 6].  Through the control of the Power Conversion System (PCS), 

benefits such as increased reliability, security, and fewer downtimes can enhance the utility grid 

without having to add or replace the existing transmission/distribution system. 

1.1.1 What is DG & Intentional Islanding? 

The concepts of DG are not new, but it has only been recently that the concepts are 

becoming widespread commercially [7, 8].  The issue with this is that many definitions have 

been used for DG and intentional islanding; in this study these terms will be defined as the 

following: 

Distributed generation is the interconnection of alternative energy-producing resources to 

the utility grid system close to the load sites or at a Point of Common Connection/Coupling 

(PCC) to alleviate the demand for and expansion of the electric transmission system [7, 8].  DG 

is meant to shift the structure of the utility system from a centralized, radial system to that of a 

network of loads and sources that are distributed throughout the system (Figure 1.1). 
 

 - 1 -
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Figure 1.1: (a) Centralized Power System, (b) Distributed Power System 

Intentional islanding is the purposeful sectionalization of the utility system during 

widespread disturbances to create power “islands” [4].  These islands can be designed to 

maintain continuously supplying power during disturbances of the main distribution system.  As 

seen in Figure 1.2, when disturbances are present on a distributed utility system, the grid 

sectionalizes itself, and the DERs supply the load power demand of the islands created until 

reconnection with the main utility system can occur once the disturbances have passed. 
 

 
Figure 1.2: Intentional Islanding - Power "Islands" created 

It should also be noted that in the current revisions of standards, intentional islanding of DERs is not 
allowed due to worker and equipment safety issues.  This study covers the potential benefits of DG and intentional 
islanding, because in the initial and current revisions of the standard IEEE 1547 – 2003 [9], these topics were 
stated as to be addressed by future revisions. 
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1.1.2 Types and Commonalities of DG & PCS Systems 

To be able to properly design a PCS for DER interconnection, the type of DER to be 

connected needs to be known and accounted for.  There are two basic types of DERs: DC and 

AC voltage producing sources.  For either type to be connected to the utility system their raw 

outputs need to be processed. 

Figure 1.3 shows possible DC and AC DER based PCS.  Though direct voltage 

conversion from a DC or AC source to an AC grid, ready voltage can be done (top topologies in 

Figure 1.3 (a) & (b)), these PCS topologies generally are not used due to hardware protection 

issues [10-15]. 

In the remaining topologies of Figure 1.3, the first section of the PCS is dedicated to the 

processing of raw DER energy into DC energy.  This conversion cannot be easily standardized 

due to the vast differences between DER technologies.  For example: Micro-turbines (µT) and 

Wind-turbines (WT) can both produce variable frequency AC voltages, but the range of 

frequencies for the µT are generally higher than those of the WT; the voltage levels between the 

two also vary.  Micro-turbines also have constant supplies of fuel to generate electricity as 

opposed to WT, which depend on the weather conditions; thus a µT does not require energy 

storage to help manage power flow to the utility whereas a WT does.  Because this portion of a 

PCS cannot be standardized for all DERs, the grid interfacing inverter will be focused upon, and 

analyzed for standardization. 
 

 
Figure 1.3: (a) DC DER based PCS; (b) AC DER based PCS 

 - 3 -
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Table 1.1 summarizes various DER types, their possible PCS topological configurations 

[12-16], and the functions that the PCS need to perform to convert the raw DER energy into 

viable grid-ready energy.  From this it is seen that the next portion of the PCS to be discussed, 

the grid-interfacing inverters, have a common feature for all types of DER systems.  With this 

shared aspect between all DER PCS types, the inverter can be standardized for grid 

interconnection. 
 

 
Table 1.1: Examples of specific DERs and the needed PCS functions for interconnection 

Additional figures depicting the arrangement of Area/Local Electric Power System (EPS) 

with respect to one another and the utility can be seen in Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.5; with Figure 

1.5 showing detailed PCS configuration and interconnection with Area/Local EPS and utility. 
 

 - 4 -
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Figure 1.4: Area EPSs of a Utility System showing DG interconnection 

 

 
Figure 1.5: Block diagram of DER, PCS, Area EPS, and grid interconnection 

This standardization of the inverter also has advantages in the control design; because it 

is the portion of the PCS that has the most constraints and protection demands placed upon it to 

be able to interconnect with a utility system.  The selection of the type of inverter to be used in 

the PCS for this study was selected to be a voltage source inverter (VSI).  Reasoning for this will 

be explained in the subsequent sections of this chapter. 

 - 5 -
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1.2 Basics for the Design of a DG PCS 
Special issues and concerns must be addressed when dealing with medium- and high-

power systems, particularly when a design is being done for the support of power delivery to the 

utility and when incorporating the concepts of both DG and intentional islanding.  The following 

sections detail the reasoning behind the selection of using a VSI, common standards and 

regulations used for DG interconnections, and descriptions of challenges faced while 

implementing medium- and high-power systems. 

1.2.1 Focus on VSI of the PCS 

The inverter portion of the PCS was selected as a VSI as previous mentioned.  This type 

of inverter was selected not only because of the readily available power electronics building 

block (PEBB) based inverter system (Section 1.4.3 and Chapter 4 explain more about the 

PEBBs), but also because of the type of control systems to be implemented (Section 2.1).  As 

mentioned above, power will be regulated through the PCS via the control; with the VSI’s 

inherent bi-directional current flow capabilities and the utility’s fixed voltage,  the PCS can now 

simply control the power flow by means of current regulation (Section 2.1) [1, 5, 9, 17, 18].  

Section 1.4 will detail how the VSI is modeled, and reasons for selected component and 

parameter values. 

1.2.2 Standards and Common Practices for Grid Interconnections 

The following standards are considered as guidelines during the design process of the 

PCS and control thereof: 

• ANSI/IEEE C84.1 – 1995, [19] 
• IEEE 519 – 1992, [20] 
• IEEE 929 – 2000, [21] 
• IEEE 1547 – 2003 
• UL 1741, [22] 

These standards provide guidelines and specifications for the interconnection and control 

of DERs to the utility grid.  The following are brief summaries of each standard: 

ANSI/IEEE C84.1 – 1995 standard deals with common line voltages at different 

distributions levels (i.e. residential power is single phase and an RMS voltage of 120 V, where as 

some commercial sites have 3Φ, with an RMS voltage of 240 V). 

 - 6 -
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IEEE 519 – 1992 are recommended practices and requirements for the harmonic control 

of electrical power systems.  It sets maximum Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) limits on 

voltages and currents that a power system is allowed; therefore the PCS cannot inject harmonics 

into the grid that cause the system to go above these limits set forth by the standard, and if at all 

possible, the PCS should filter these harmonics [23]. 

IEEE 929 – 2000 are recommended practices for the utility interface of photovoltaic (PV) 

systems.  Though written for PV inverters, the guidelines and specifications can be adapted to be 

used for an inverter connecting a DER to the utility. 

IEEE 1547 – 2003 is the standard for the interconnection of distributed resources to the 

utility grid.  This standard outlines requirements and specifications that the conversion systems 

of the DER have to meet to be allowed to connect to the utility.  This standard does not deal with 

the concepts and issues of intentional islanding, and currently dictates that the DER shall 

disconnect from the distribution system when islanding events occur.  As noted above, the 

standard does leave a section open for consideration of intentional islanding in future revisions of 

the standard.  An analysis of 1547 raising questions to issues proposed by it can be found in [24]. 

UL 1741 is the Underwriters Laboratories’ testing standards for equipment as they relate 

to IEEE 1547. 

1.2.3 Challenges for Medium & High Power Inverters 

Switching Frequency & Line Conditions – 

Because the selected PCS is a Pulsed-Width Modulation (PWM) based system, it is 

advantageous to push the switching frequency as high as possible.  Higher switching frequencies 

translate to reduction in passive component (inductors and capacitors) sizes; however with the 

present semiconductor switching devices available for medium- and high-power systems (GTOs, 

ETOs, IGBTs, etc.), device limitations require that the system switching frequencies be on the 

order of kilohertz to the tens of kilohertz range.  This, along with a utility line frequency of 60 

Hz and low resonant frequency of the output line filter, brings about special considerations to the 

design of control systems [10]. 

Because the resonant frequency of the VSI output filter tends to be a few decades below 

the switching frequency (in order to allow filtering of the negative affects of the PWM 

switching) and the frequency generally needs to be one to two decades above the line-frequency 
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(to allow the system’s natural dynamics to behave properly), this only allows for a narrow 

bandwidth the control loop to be designed within.  The loading conditions of the converter also 

affect the control design and are described in Appendix A. 

Digital Delay – 

It has become common in today’s converter systems for the control to be digitally 

implemented through digital signal processors (DSPs); especially in 3Φ, medium- to high-power 

systems that require complex calculations for coordinate transformations from stationary 

reference frames to that of rotating reference frames for use in the control (discussed more in 

Section 1.4.2).  These transformations are virtually impossible to implement in analog circuitry; 

furthermore, limiting of the states (controlled variables), controller anti wind-up, and other 

protection protocols can be easily implemented digitally; to where they are more complex to 

build in an analog control system.  More on the effects of digital implementation of the control 

can be found in Appendix A. 

Synchronization to the Grid – 

Another fundamental aspect to consider in the design of DER to grid-connected PCS is 

synchronization to the utility system.  The control needs measurements of the frequency and 

line-angle of the utility to properly ensure that it can regulate the real and reactive power flow 

through the PCS during the periods of time which the PCS is interconnected to the grid.  These 

measurements are obtained through the implementation of Phase-Lock Loops (PLL), which will 

use voltages of the PCS and grid to track the frequency and angles (explained further in section 

2.1.3).  Without these measurements to synchronize the PCS to the utility, the power flow 

to/from the PCS will be incorrect, and protection and safety issues arise [25]. 

The control system also needs these measurements for use in the coordinate 

transformation calculations of the rotating reference frame (Section 1.4.2). 

Detection & Re-closure of/to the Grid – 

One of the key features of operating a DER interconnected to the grid, and running it in 

both islanding and grid-connected modes, is that the system has to have the capability to 

autonomously detect when disturbances occur on the grid (over/under voltages and/or 

frequencies, line faults, faults to ground, etc.).  This ability to determine if the system needs to 
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disconnect from the utility is to protect itself and the surrounding Area EPS from the grid 

disturbances [1, 4]. 

A PCS that is able to autonomously detect potentially hazardous disturbances on the grid 

not only aids in the creation and operation of fault protection schemes, but also helps the control 

switch modes of operation from a “grid connected” mode to an “islanding” mode (modes of 

operation and analysis will be covered in Section 2.1).  Common practices and proposed new 

detection and re-closure schemes are presented and elaborated upon in Chapter 3. 

1.3 Goals and Thesis Outline 

1.3.1 Goals 

It is the goal of this study to explore the current standards of DG operation with the utility 

system and propose new modes of operation (intentional islanding) through expansion and 

creation of control and detection systems for PCS of a DER.  Other proposed methods of control 

and detection only deal with utility supplementation and anti-islanding schemes, but they do not 

tap the potential DG could bring to the utility system.  This study shows how through the 

proposed control and detection/re-closure methods the utility can not only experience increases 

in reliability and security due to DER implementation with intentional islanding, but also how 

they can be used as Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS) during outages, as well as the control 

being implemented to increase power quality (control and PCS can be used an active harmonic 

filter system if needed). 

1.3.1 Thesis Outline 

The final section of Chapter 1 details the VSI modeling, switching and average (both in 

the stationary and rotating coordinate frames) models.  The section also details the selected 

system setup (via diagram), and testing parameters. 

Chapter 2 reviews the current methods of controlling DERs connected to the utility grid.  

Chapter 2 also details how the proposed control system works and derives the control system for 

the various modes of operation; simulation results from the designed control system are be 

presented and analyzed for the proposed methods as well. 
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Chapter 3 discusses the state-of-the-art and proposed methods of islanding detection and 

re-closure to the utility.  Simulation results from the proposed methods of detection and re-

closure in conjunction with the proposed control are also shown and discussed in Chapter 3. 

The hardware setup and experimental results are presented in Chapter 4.  Descriptions of 

the hardware system implemented and DSP encoding and testing are presented here; along with 

the steady-state and detection transient experimental results of the control with islanding and re-

closure detection implemented. 

In conclusion, Chapter 5 summarizes the thesis results and comments on the on-going 

and future work to be focused upon in the continuing research efforts. 

1.4 Voltage Source Inverter Modeling 
With the system configuration and selected portion of the PCS to be studied chosen, 

converter switching and average models are derived and used in the system’s control, detection 

and re-closure design. 

1.4.1 Switching Model 

A switching model of a converter should accurately represent the hardware system itself.  

The model should include all sources, switches, passive components, and in the case of detailed 

models, parasitics as well.  For this study, the parasitics of the system are ignored and an ideal 

system is considered for the modeling aspects.  The ideal system is used because the conversion 

of a switching model to an average model can be very complex if parasitics are taken in account 

along with switching losses and various other losses and device characteristics. 
 

 
Figure 1.6: (left) standard switching cell – IGBT & APD, (right) SPST ideal switch 
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The standard VSI switching cell consists of a transistor device (IGBT depicted) with an 

anti-parallel diode (APD) to allow for the bi-directional current flow, and can be represented by 

the ideal single-pole, single-throw (SPST) ideal switch (when losses and parasitics are ignored), 

seen in Figure 1.6.  Applying this ideal SPST switch in place of the switching cell in the VSI, it 

is seen that a 3Φ, VSI circuit is simplified to that of Figure 1.7.  The switches are denoted by 

subscript syntax of the associated phase and DC bus rail connected to (eg: Sap is the switch for 

phase ‘a’ that is connected to the positive rail, ‘p’, of the DC bus). 

For safe commutation of the switches, equation (1.1) must be followed at all times.  This 

equation ensures that the DC bus is never shorted; a short would create a shoot through and 

quickly cause system failure(s). 
 

},,{;1 cbaSS np ∈Φ=+ ΦΦ     (1.1) 
 

This system was put into the SABER circuit simulator, with the breakers simulated as 

ideal SPST switches to obtain preliminary open loop (OL) waveforms; these waveforms will be 

used to check the accuracy and reliability of the average models developed in Section 1.4.2. 
 

 
Figure 1.7: VSI switching model shown connected with Area EPS and utility through breakers     

(line-to-neutral voltages taken with respect to the negative rail of the VSI’s DC Bus) 
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1.4.2 Average Model 

To help in the iterative process of control design and optimization, average models of the 

system replace the switching models.  Average models tend to have simulation times that are 

orders of magnitude smaller than those of the switching models.  To further help in the design of 

the control system, the models are derived in both stationary (ABC) and rotating (DQ0) 

coordinate frames [26-30]. 

The stationary frame model accurately represents the system, while the rotating frame has 

the added advantage of that it can convert oscillatory signals into DC signals; thus making the 

control system design in this reference frame very simple and classical control techniques and 

tricks can be applied. 

ABC Modeling – 

To be able to create an average model of the system, the different switching states need to 

be analyzed to create system equations to be average.  By letting 

np SSS ΦΦΦ −== 1      (1.2) 

for short, it is seen in Table 1.2 that the line-to-neutral voltage (pre-output filter) and the phase 

current through the inductors correlate nicely with the operation of the top switches. 
 

Sa Sb Sc va vb vc iDC
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 VDC ic 
0 1 0 0 VDC 0 ib 
0 1 1 0 VDC VDC ib + ic 
1 0 0 VDC 0 0 ia 
1 0 1 VDC 0 VDC ia + ic 
1 1 0 VDC VDC 0 ia + ib 
1 1 1 VDC VDC VDC ia + ib + ic 

Table 1.2: Measurements during different switch positions 

From this table the instantaneous equations of (1.3) and (1.4) can be derived to describe 

the VSI system. 
 

DCabcabcDC VSvV
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⎢
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⎥
⎥
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⎡

  (1.3) 
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Using the instantaneous equations with KVL and KCL loop equations, the instantaneous 

state equations of (1.5) and (1.6) are derived. 
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To average these equations into a set of usable functions, a moving average 

approximation over the switching period, TS, is applied.  The example in (1.7) shows how the 

approximations are used in the averaging process.  These approximations can be made because 

the switching period is assumed to be so small that the system dynamics appear to be constant 

over such a period of time (in the example of (1.7), time notation was suppressed on the time-

dependent variables x#). 
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  (1.7) 

 

Applying this averaging technique to the instantaneous state equations of (1.4) through 

(1.6), the averaged state equations of the VSI system can derived.  Equations (1.8) through (1.10) 

describe the average model of the system, which is depicted graphically in Figure 1.8 and was 
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implemented in SABER.  In the averaged system, dabc takes the place of Sabc.  This moving 

average of the switching function is now a duty-cycle of the switch.  The maximum magnitude 

of the duty-cycle is bound to 1; therefore 0 ≤ |d| ≤ 1. 
 

( )
L

V
L
Vdi

dt
d abcDCabc

abc

vv
v

−=     (1.8) 

 

( )
EPSArea

abcabc
abc Z

V
CC

iV
dt
d

vv
v

⋅−=
1

     (1.9) 

 

abc
T
abcDC idi
vv

=      (1.10) 
 

 
Figure 1.8: Average ABC model of VSI system used in SABER implementation 

DQ0 Modeling– 

The rotating coordinate frame is derived because in the case of 3Φ systems, the outputs of 

the VSI interfacing to the grid are, ideally, sinusoidal signals.  When sinusoidal signals are 

transformed from the ABC to DQ0 reference frame, they are converted from AC signals to DC 
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signals.  This greatly reduces the complexity of the control system design and allows for classical 

control system techniques to be applied. 
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To change a system from ABC to DQ0 coordinates, Park’s Transformation is used.  

Equation set (1.11) shows the overall transformation, while a more detailed explanation of its 

derivation can be found in Appendix B.  The angle θ, is calculated from the PLL, described in 

Section 2.1.3. 

Taking equations (1.8) through (1.10) and applying (1.11) to them, state equations in the 

DQ0 coordinate system are created.  Applying (1.11) directly to the ABC state equations in 

reality can create complex mathematical equations that are troublesome to reduce; instead let the 

DQ0 equations be written with the inverse Park’s transformation (T-1, obtained through an 

inverse matrix operation on T), and then apply T.  This operation is clearly seen in the derivation 

below, and results in the DQ0 state equations of (1.12) through (1.14).  A special property of 

Park’s transformation: the matrix is non-singular and orthogonal (transpose = inverse, TT = T-1). 
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From here multiple both sides of the state equations by T 
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As with all inverse operations, T·T-1 = I (identity matrix).  Applying this and using the 

product rule of derivatives reduces the equations to: 
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Using trigonometric relationships and math solvers, such as MatLab, the transformation 

matrix derivative, ( 1−⋅ T
dt
dT )  is found to be: 
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Applying to the equations in the derivation above, the final state equations in DQ0 are 

presented by equations (1.12) through (1.14). 
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00 DQ
T
DQDC idi

v
=      (1.14) 

This transformed system makes it apparent that the system has cross-coupling terms in 

the D & Q channels that were not distinguishable in the ABC model. 

Through the control, some of these cross-coupling terms can be accounted for and 

cancelled (Section 2.1).  The system can be seen graphically in Figure 1.9, which was used in the 

MatLab with its Simulink toolbox to design the control systems for the different modes of 

operation. 
 

 
Figure 1.9: Average DQ0 model of VSI system used for Control system design in MatLab 
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It should be noted that these derived models are line-to-neutral, or “Phase,” models.  

Their line-to-line counterparts can easily be solved for in the same manner. 

1.4.3 System Setup and Parameter Selection 

Figure 1.10 shows the system simulation and hardware test bed setup.  This setup 

includes the VSI (either switching or average models can be used for simulation), control and 

detection systems, PLLs, coordinate transforms, parallel interconnection to the grid (represented 

by ideal, sinusoidal voltage sources behind line impedances) through PCC breakers (ideal 

switches). 

 
Figure 1.10: System Model w/ VSI, control, & grid-interconnection shown 

The system inverter was selected as a VSI mainly upon the desire to use a PEBB-based 

system as the converter, because of their inherent ability to standardize a converter system [13, 

31, 32].  The PEBBs developed and leveraged for this thesis are IGBT with APD based switches.  

This makes the selection of the VSI a natural choice.  The selection of component values was 

also taken based upon the current hardware setup and capabilities. 
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Base component values and system characteristics are as follows: 

• VRMS-LL = 208 V @ 60 Hz 
• fsw = 20 kHz 
• VDC = 500 V 
• LVSI = 216 µH 
• CVSI = 82 µF 
• RLoad = 1 Ω → Ptotal = 42.3 kW 
• PVSI = 20 kW (during parallel operation with the utility) 
• Ideal 3Φ, balanced system 

 

The choice to utilize the PEBB hardware necessitates the use of the DSP and field 

programmable gate array (FPGA) based universal controller (UC).  This dual-ring, fiber optic 

based communication/controller system was analyzed and found that the digital delay that arose 

from its use was between one and two switching periods.  More detail on the PEBBs and UC is 

found in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 2 – Control Operation 

2.1 Controller Design 
The design of control systems is a very open-ended task.  Many different factors and 

trade-offs must be considered and made to be able to design effective controllers for particular 

systems.  This section discusses present control techniques employed to regulate DG systems, 

and proposes new methods for controlling DG systems that allow for both the grid-connected 

and islanding modes of operation. 

Simulated results from the proposed control method are then presented for the load-step 

case during both current and voltage modes of operation, the line-sag case during the transients 

during the change from current to voltage mode and back, and a summary of results to conclude. 

2.1.1 Common Approaches to Control & Modes of Operation 

Discussion of Past & Present DG Control Methods – 

Past and present control strategies are limited in their ability to control a system with 

DER interconnects due to standards, such as IEEE 1547.  These standards dictate that a DER 

shall not be used to directly regulate the voltage upon the grid at the PCC; voltage harmonics and 

distortions must therefore be corrected through current injection techniques.  These restrictions 

all limit the use of the DERs and prevent further benefits from being implemented [9, 20, 23]. 

To connect any DER to the utility, most systems utilize control methods that are based on 

output current and frequency regulation; many of these use the current regulation to control the 

real (PPCS) and reactive (QPCS) power delivered to/from a DER’s PCS.  Other methods of control 

include voltage and frequency droop to regulate the output current to the utility, multiple 

inverters in master/slave operation, and indirect voltage regulation are some examples [1, 4, 5, 9, 

10, 12, 14, 17, 18, 33-38]. 

Regardless of how the control is implemented, nearly all past and present systems, with 

few exceptions (eg: Barsali et al, [1]), deal with the control of a DER that is operating with or 

without the utility, never about a dual operation of the DG system (which is in essence the 

intentional islanding concept). 

Even though Barsali et al. implement a control system that can operate in both grid-

connected and islanding modes, and proved the system to work with results, the controller types 
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used and the voltage and frequency droop methods to regulate the output are not a preferred 

method in control when dealing with 3Φ systems that are potentially (and more than likely) 

highly non-linear loaded. 

The droop methods have their draw backs in 3Φ systems [34, 37]; such as that they 

inherently produce small errors in the output and the system can never achieve zero steady-state 

error.  Droop control methods cannot properly regulate harmonic distribution between the phases 

due to non-linear loads and line conditions as well.  Line impedances for a 3Φ system 

significantly influence the reactive power of a system and cannot be easily solved by droop 

control techniques [37].  Droop control is great for load-sharing control for multiple converter 

systems [34].  For 3Φ systems that have changes in topology (if intentional islanding is 

implemented), thus a change in control operation, the droop method is not a favorable choice; 

especially for 3Φ systems with both linear and non-linear loading characteristics. 

Hybrid systems mix master/slave and droop control systems, which combine the useful 

features of each type of control while eliminating some of the undesirable ones [34]; but like the 

classical droop control, when the hybrid method is used in a system that needs to change modes 

of operation due to a topological change in the system, it is not a favorable choice either. 

Using direct regulation of the system states, current for grid-connected mode and voltage 

for islanding mode, along with various types of current injection techniques appears to be the 

best method for regulating systems with DER to utility interconnections and that implement 

intentional islanding. 

Proposed DG Control Method – 

The following proposed control method has two distinct modes of control operation: 

current mode (IM) and voltage mode (VM).  These control modes correspond to the system’s 

operating mode, grid-connected or islanding (respectively) as mentioned above, and thus when 

the system’s operating mode changes, so must the operating mode of the control.  Because of 

this, a “switched-mode” of control is proposed. 

The proposed control method uses direct regulation of the sensed state variables through 

PID controllers, like those of equation (2.1). 
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This method, with this type of controller, allows the system to achieve zero steady-state 

error in the outputs.  Therefore, the regulated outputs of the system, be them current or voltage, 

are exactly a specified amount and tracks the dynamics of the utility. 

2.1.2 Current-Mode Control for Grid-connected Implementation 

The grid-connected mode of system operation requires (by standards) that the PCS “shall 

not actively regulate the voltage…”, [9], hence the logical choice of control is a form of current 

regulation.  As mentioned previously, there are several different methods to approach how to 

regulate the current; this thesis uses power flow control to/from the PCS as a means of current 

regulation.  The control calculates current references for the system by the measured voltage and 

desired power levels as described below. 

Because the control is done in the DQ0 coordinate frame, the power calculations work 

out to be that of (2.2). 
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It should be noted that these power calculations assume that the voltage terms are fixed 

and regulated by the grid, VQ ≈ 0V at all times in steady-state operation, and that there is no 

circulating energy in the zero channel (V0 and I0 are  both equal to zero).  Also the system is a 

3Φ, 3-wire system; if a fourth wire were added to the system (or multiple phases added) then the 

calculations would differ (see [39, 40] for more details about instantaneous power calculations in 

rotating coordinate frames and the effects of multi-phase, multi-wire systems). 

For equation (2.2) to be of any use to the proposed current regulated system, current 

references need to be derived from the power and voltage; therefore, equation (2.2) becomes 

equation (2.3). 
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Equation (2.3) allows the PCS to generate references and regulate the current; thus 

allowing the system to provide a user-determined amount of power flow through the PCS. 

Figure 2.1 shows a flowchart diagram of the proposed control when operating in grid-

connected mode.  As seen there is a feed-forward (FF) path from the current measurements to the 
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duty-cycles.  This FF loop is due to the cross-coupling between the D and Q channels, seen in 

Section 1.4.2 when deriving the average models in ABC and DQ0. 
 

 

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of control during grid-connected mode of operation 

To eliminate the effects of this cross-channel dependence, the control is modified to 

cancel the terms (this process is commonly known as decoupling).  Recalling equation (1.13) 

from Chapter 1, it is seen that the terms ωL ix (with x ∈ {D, Q}) are desirable to eliminate 

through the control; therefore these terms must be cancelled through the duty-cycles as follows 

(D channel decoupling is presented, but Q channel follows exact same logic): 
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Figure 2.2: Flowchart of DQ0 channels for use in PID control w/ decoupling implementation 

As seen in equation set (2.4), with the addition of the decoupling term, the D channel 

voltage is now independent of the Q channel.  The flowchart diagram of Figure 2.2 shows the 

DQ0 channels with controllers and decoupling of the D and Q channels implemented. 

The “Current Compensators” used in the control were PID controllers with the following 

value: 
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        (2.5) 

2.1.3 Voltage-Mode Control for Islanding Implementation 

The islanding mode of operation, as described above, requires the control operation to 

differ from that of the grid-connected mode.  In this mode, the system has already been 

disconnected from the utility; therefore the voltage is no longer regulated by it.  Because of this, 
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the control now needs to actively regulate the voltage of the Area/Local EPS, hence a VM of 

control to be used to regulate the output of the VSI. 

The control can work one of two ways: either direct voltage regulation or voltage 

regulation through current compensation.  The former directly generates duty-cycles to regulate 

the system based upon the voltage error, Figure 2.3, and has PID controllers of (2.6). 
 

 
Figure 2.3: Block diagram of direct voltage control during islanding mode of operation 
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The latter uses voltage compensators to generate current references for the current 

regulation, Figure 2.4, and uses the PID current compensators of (2.5) and voltage compensators 

of (2.7).  
 

 
Figure 2.4: Block diagram of voltage regulation through current compensation during islanding mode 
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This form of voltage control (with current regulation) is favorable over direct voltage 

control because it allows for current limiting for device and system protection. 

As in the IM of operation, the decoupling terms are present and are exactly the same as 

derived above.  It should also be noted that from the flowchart, both IM and VM control modes, 

have certain similarities that can be exploited (this will be covered in Section 2.2).  Also, when 

operating in this system mode, a frequency reference needs to be added due to the fact that in 

grid-connected mode, the control is tracking the grid frequency and phase, but now the system 

no longer has this reference and one must be provided.  This need for an external frequency 

reference is covered and elaborated in Section 2.1.4. 

2.1.4 Phase-Lock Loops for Grid Synchronization 

The PLLs of the system are used to obtain frequency (ω) and line angle measurements 

about the system parameters.  Because of the type of PLL, some of the ABC to DQ0 

transformations are performed within the PLL.  The diagram in Figure 2.5 shows how through 

Park’s transformation, of (1.12) from Chapter 1, the frequencies and angles of the VSI and grid 

can be found from the voltage transform and a simple feedback loop.   
 

 
Figure 2.5: Basic ABC to DQ0 based PLL (used to find grid values) 

The basic operating principle of this PLL is that when using Park’s transformation to 

convert ABC voltages to DQ0 voltages, the VQ should ideally be zero.  If the filter of the PLLs 

are integrative in nature, then VQ is forced to zero, and the filter output will be driven to the line 
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frequency [41].  Running the output of the filter through a pure integrator will give the line-

angle, θ; which when fed back to the transform and used in the transformation will ensure that 

the system tracks the line frequency and angle.  The filter equation is seen in (2.8) with its 

symbolic and numerical solution for the VSI system.  The terms KP and τ are solved through 

system parameters, desired tracking capabilities, and desired response times [41]. 
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For the PLL assigned to transform and track the VSI voltage, frequency and angle, 

special consideration needs to be taking into account for the generation of the angle.  When the 

system is operating in grid-connected mode, then the PLL tracks the grid voltage (in this mode, 

grid and VSI voltage are the same) to ensure synchronization; but when the system enters an 

islanding mode of operation, the VSI can no longer track the grid characteristics.  In the 

islanding mode of operation the VSI needs to have an external frequency reference provided.   

 
Figure 2.6: VSI PLL showing switched reference frequency 

As seen in Figure 2.6, the PLL for the VSI changes the frequency being fed to the pure 

integrator for angle calculation by switching between the frequency from the filter and that from 

another fixed reference.  The frequency from the filter is used during grid-connected mode and 

the fixed reference is used when in islanding mode. 

Also, not seen, is that the output of the filter is sent through a frequency limiter before 

reaching the switch.  This limiter is implemented because in a system, when the VSI is not 

synchronized with the grid, the PLL will vary the frequency until it is in synchronization.  If this 

limiter is not applied, then the frequency can, and in most cases, spike to an extremely high value 
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(hundreds to thousands of hertz).  It is not desirable to have the frequency of the VSI change and 

deviated from the nominal value more than a few hertz (this study limits the system to ±15 Hz). 

The PLL for the VSI is the main catalyst for the re-synchronization and re-closure of the 

system to the utility once disturbances have passed (more on re-synchronization and re-closure in 

Section 3.2 of Chapter 3). 

2.2 Closed-Loop Simulations 
As mentioned above, when the VM of operation uses the voltage compensators to 

generate current references for current compensators, the differences between the IM and VM of 

control operation are reduced to that of only the way the current references are generated.  Since 

the current compensators are identical between the two modes, then the way the reference signal 

is supplied to it can be switched between the two mode of control operation; creating the 

“switched-mode” controller (Figure 2.7).  Using this control flowchart, and the compensators of 

(2.5) and (2.7), the control system was built in the SABER circuit simulator using ideal 

Laplacian control blocks. 
 

 
Figure 2.7: Switched-mode control flowchart 

The control’s mode of operation was assumed to be known for these tests and was 

manually switched between the operational modes whenever the system mode changed.  The 

system mode was changed by a user-generated disturbance.  A line-sag (temporary lowering of 

the voltage) on the grid was generated, and at this time the system would switch the control 

operation from IM to VM.  Then the disturbance would be removed and nominal conditions 

restored on the grid.  At this time, the control would be changed back to IM from VM. 
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The subsequent sections contain simulated results of the load step and line-sag cases.  For 

both cases, simulations are presented for steady-state operation and for the transients when 

changing between the modes of operation. 

2.2.1 Load-Step Case 

To ensure that the controllers for both modes of operation are functioning properly, the 

control diagram of Figure 2.7 was implemented and a resistive 3Φ load was stepped by 

approximately 10% from the base value.  Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 demonstrate how the system 

voltages (utility and VSI voltages) behave during grid-connected mode, while the load is being 

stepped up and down by 10%. 

NB – for the subsequent figures with digital traces in them, these traces are to be 

interpreted as follows: top trace signifies when a grid disturbance was created manually (logic 

low = grid disturbance conditions present, logic high = grid nominal conditions present), middle 

trace indicates when control was manually switched (logic low = VM control, logic high = IM 

control) between modes of operation (tests in this chapter have manual switch, Chapter 3 will 

show when this trace is set by the detection/re-closure algorithms automatically), and the bottom 

trace shows when steps in the load (logic low = nominal load, logic high = stepped up 10%) 

were performed to test the control’s robustness. 

Figure 2.8 shows the ABC voltages and how the VSI voltage is exactly the same as the 

grid voltage.  Figure 2.9 shows the DQ0 voltages of Figure 2.8; it is clear from this graph the 

voltage is held constant throughout the load-steps. 
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Figure 2.8: Line-to-Neutral Voltage, VSI (orange) & Grid (blue), Grid-Connected operation & Load-Steps 

 
Figure 2.9: DQ Voltage, VSI (green/black) & Grid (blue/pink), Grid-Connected operation & Load-Steps 
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Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11 show the ABC and DQ0 (respectively) voltages of the grid 

and VSI when the system is operating in the islanding mode.  From Figure 2.11 it is easy to see 

that during a disturbance, the voltage on the grid is outside of nominal operating conditions, thus 

the VSI must regulate the voltage to the prescribed value.  It is seen that there are slight voltage 

flickers in the DQ0 VSI voltage immediately following a step up or step down.  These flickers 

are negligible in the ABC voltages, as seen in the VSI voltage of Figure 2.10. 
 

 
Figure2. 10: Line-to-Neutral Voltage, VSI (orange) & Grid (blue), during Islanding operation & Load-Steps 
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Figure 2.11: DQ Voltage, VSI (green/black) & Grid (blue/pink), during Islanding operation & Load-Steps 

 
Figure 2.12: VSI Phase Currents during Grid-Connected operation & Load-Steps 
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Figure 2.12 shows the ABC phase currents through the inductors of the VSI’s output 

filter during grid-connected mode and the load-steps.  During this IM of control operation, the 

current in the inductors is seen to be held constant.  This allows for constant power flow through 

the PCS. 
 

 
Figure 2.13: DQ Current for VSI in Grid-Connected operation & Load-Steps 

It is even more evident that the current is held constant by looking at the DQ currents 

through the inductors.  They are held at a constant value throughout the load-steps during grid-

connected mode. 

Looking at the phase currents during the islanding mode of operation, it is seen in Figure 

2.14 (ABC) and Figure 2.15 (DQ) that the current levels change as the load is stepped up and 

down.  These steps occur to ensure that the voltage level is held constant at its nominal value.  

This is where the advantage of having a current loop in the voltage regulation is useful; if the 

current level exceeds a preset safety limit, the PCS can recognize this and perform various 

protection functions.  These functions can range from shutting the entire system down, to 

shedding loads to reduce the amount of current required (load-shedding and algorithms related to 

intelligent load-shedding are not covered in this study, and are left as a future and on-going 

work).  
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Figure 2.14: VSI Phase Currents during Islanding operation & Load-Steps 

 
Figure 2.15: DQ Current for VSI in Islanding operation & Load-Steps 
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2.2.2 Grid Line-Sag Case 

To test how the controllers would react to changes in the modes of control due to a grid 

disturbance, the following tests were performed.  A drop in the grid voltage (line-sag) was 

introduced into the system while at the same time the mode of control was manually changed 

between IM to VM and the VSI disconnected from the grid. 

This line-sag disturbance and the resulting voltage and current waveforms (ABC and DQ) 

from the change in control mode from IM to VM can be seen in Figures 2.16 through 2.19. 
 

 
Figure 2.16: Line-to-Neutral Voltage, VSI (orange) & Grid (blue), during transient from IM to VM control 

Figure 2.16 shows the transients in ABC phase voltage when changing from IM to VM of 

control due to a line-sag.  It is seen that the VSI voltage dips when changing from IM to VM 

control operation, but then is quick to recover.  This more apparent in the DQ transients of 

Figure 2.17; the D channel voltage is seen to dip from its nominal DC value and then return 

within system tolerances well under a line cycle of time. 

The ABC phase currents of the VSI inductors in Figure 2.18 show the transients of the 

current due to the line-sag and change in control operation.  It is seen that the currents transition 

nicely from providing partial load demand (during IM) to full load demand (during VM). 
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Figure 2.17: DQ Voltage, VSI (green/black) & Grid (blue/pink), during transient from IM to VM control 

 
Figure 2.18: VSI Phase Currents during transient from IM to VM control 
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Figure 2.19: DQ Current for VSI during transient from IM to VM control 

The transients of the VSI inductor currents in DQ (Figure 2.19) show as Figure 2.18 did: 

the system current transitions from partial- to full-load demand quite well.  

2.3 Summary Control Operation 
Through discussion, the various types of control that could be implemented in a DG 

system were examined, and it was found that direct regulation of the system states is the most 

preferable method of control. 

Voltage and current mode controllers were presented for the proposed control method, 

and simulated in the SABER circuit simulator.  These results (steady-state and transient) show 

the stability and robustness of the designed controllers for the proposed method via load-steps, 

simulated utility disturbances, and manual changes between modes of control operation. 

Chapter 3 will cover the types of simulations, only with detection and re-closure 

algorithms implemented to autonomously switch the system between the two modes of operation 

depending upon sensed values of the system characteristics. 
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Chapter 3 – Islanding Detection Algorithms 

3.1 Islanding Detection 
In power systems engineering, the creation of power islands (isolated sections of the 

utility that remain energized), intentional or not, has for the most part been regarded as 

detrimental to the utility.  This is because the formation of power islands in the past has been 

done without the knowledge of the utility supplier and this can lead to dangerous consequences 

for both equipment and personnel.  If a worker is dispatched to repair or restore power to a utility 

line and does not know that the system being worked on is still energized, then there is a high 

probability that that worker will be electrocuted.  Equally as dangerous, if a system that is 

believed to be de-energized is not and is either disconnected or reconnected, the resulting effect 

upon the equipment could literally be explosive. 

For these reasons, power systems have incorporated detection schemes to sense when a 

system has entered an islanding mode of operation.  Since traditionally these islands were 

created unintentionally, the schemes were dubbed “anti-islanding”.  Recently however, with the 

incorporation of DERs into the utility, intentionally creating power islands for reliability and 

security issues has become an attractive mode of operation for the utility supplier to implement. 

This section will discuss existing detection methods and how the proposed method 

improves the performance and sensitivity over the existing methods. 

3.1.1 Existing Islanding Detection Methods 

Islanding detection methods can be classified into two basic categories: Passive and 

Active [42-44]. 

The Passive detection schemes, [43, 44], are named so due to the fact that they passively 

use the measurements of the system and logically compare (3.1) them to preset values and 

determine if the utility section has been islanded. 
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These methods are the simplest and most direct to implement in a utility system, but have 

sensitivity issues and inherently create non-detection zones (NDZs) [42].  A NDZ is a region of 

measurements where an islanding event can occur but the detection of said event goes unnoticed.  

The most common and practical example of this is when a DER’s output power levels closely 

match the load demands.  In this case, the system can experience an islanding event on the 

utility, but the overall measurements do not exceed the nominal operating range; and thus 

creating a potentially dangerous situation. 

Active detection schemes [45-48] are essentially Passive ones with extra terms and 

functions built into system control loops.  These additions to the control affect the system’s 

measurements and cause them to leave their nominal operating range for all disturbances, and 

thus eliminating the NDZs.  The issues with implementing an Active detection scheme is not 

only the fact that the scheme has to be incorporated into the control without changing the 

functionality of the original control but also because of the way these schemes are designed, they 

actively and continuously perturb the output states to test for disturbances [43, 44].  The common 

way to perturb the output of the system is to continuously inject current perturbations into the 

output (since these schemes detect islanding events, the system is in grid-connected mode, and 

thus the control is in IM) to sense how the system voltage, current, and power levels change 

(levels will deviate from nominal range if disturbance present upon grid), seen in [45-47].   

This method works very well, but has the drawbacks of that the perturbations are 

continuous and the grid and/or loads have to absorb these perturbations.  This can lead to system-

wide complications, because if the DER is perturbing, for example,  ±5% of its output current 

(which means the output power is being perturbed as well), when DER systems start to reach 

output power levels of hundreds of kWs and even into the MWs range, then the 5-percent 

perturbation is no longer trivial.  Even if the output of DERs are kept to the low tens of kWs, 

when a multitude of DERs are integrated into the utility, the affects of these perturbations can 

become cumulative. 

Between the Passive schemes (causing NDZs) and Active schemes (causing unwanted 

effects on the system output), the Active ones are preferable (for today’s systems), but still can 

be improved upon.   

The proposed method is an Active scheme that improves upon the solution to the problem 

of continuous output perturbation to detection islanding events presented in Ye et al. [48]. 
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3.1.2 Proposed Islanding Detection Method 

This detection method expands upon the Passive and Active schemes mentioned above 

and specifically further improves upon the Active method in Ye et al. [48].  The proposed 

method will be cover below by describing its Passive and Active sections independently. 

Passive Component of Proposed Detection – 

The Passive section of the detection is very similar to previous Passive schemes, and a 

simplified flowchart is presented in Figure 3.1.  A more detailed flowchart can be found in 

Appendix C.  DSP code implementation, discusses further in Section 4.2, can be found in 

Appendix D. 

 
Figure 3.1: Simplified Flowchart of Passive Component of Detection 

This Passive scheme takes system measurements and performs logical comparisons to 

determine if system is islanded, similar to those in [44].  Assuming the system is in a grid-

connected mode of operation, the scheme compares the voltage to a nominal range; if voltage is 

outside of the 0.88 to 1.1 Vp.u. nominal range (selected based upon standards), then system 

checks changes in power (PPCS and QPCS) and VSI frequency.  If any two combinations of checks 
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(in essence it checks the voltage and freq OR voltage and PPCS, etc.) determines system is outside 

nominal ranges, then scheme will switch control to VM and system will enter the islanding mode 

of operation. 

Active Component of Proposed Detection – 

As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, Active schemes use continuous output perturbations to 

sense islanding events, but can have undesirable effects upon the output to the utility when 

disturbances do not occur.  An improvement to this method would be to only perturb the output 

when disturbances happen. 

In [48], band-pass filters (BPF) from the system DQ0 voltages to the DQ0 current 

references were used to generate perturbations in the output when the system voltage fluctuated.  

If the fluctuations were due to an islanding event, the terms from the BPFs would cause output 

instabilities and allow the Passive component of the detection sense such an event, even if it 

occurred within an NDZ (because the BPF would cause the system to leave the NDZ). 

To improve upon this concept, the BPFs were implemented as a positive loop to the duty 

cycles (Figure 3.2) instead of terms added to the current references. 
 

 
Figure 3.2: Switched-mode control with added BPFs for Active Detection 

The positive loops created by the BPFs to the duty-cycles are dually FF and feed-back 

(FB).  When the system is operating in grid-connect mode and no disturbances are present, the 

system voltage is independent of the current, thus the loop is a positive FF one.  However, when 

a grid disturbance occurs, the voltage is no longer independent of the current and positive FB 

loop is created.  These positive FB loops cause the system duty cycle to oscillate and cause the 
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output voltage to go unstable.  This unstable voltage is then sensed by the Passive detection 

component which causes the system change modes of system and control operation.  The BPFs 

were designed to be that of (3.2). 

( )( )600250
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++
=

ss
sBPF     (3.2) 

The benefit of having the BPF loops go directly to the duty-cycles is that when the 

voltage fluctuates on the utility, but not caused by a disturbance, the output current is 

subsequently perturbed unnecessarily.  By going straight to the duty-cycles, when these 

fluctuations occur during non-disturbances, the controllers can account for them.  Another 

benefit is that the design of the current loop regulators within the control does not have to 

compensate for these BPFs; which means that these BPFs can be added to existing control loops 

without having to redesign them. 

Simulation results from this islanding detection scheme, along with re-closure detection 

algorithms presented in Section 3.2, are found in Section 3.3 below. 

3.2 Re-Closure Detection 

3.2.1 Existing Re-Closure Methods 

When islanding conditions arise within a utility system and a DER system switches to a 

stand-alone mode of operation, present standards, e.g. [9, 21], dictate that the DER system has to 

completely shutdown and de-energize itself, wait a prescribed amount of time, reconnect the 

Area/Local EPS, then the DER is finally allowed to resume operation [25].  This method of 

reconnecting a DER to the utility was mainly developed out of safety for the utility against 

improper re-closures, but causes loads and independent suppliers to experience unnecessary 

downtimes. 

As seen in Figure 3.3, once a utility disturbance has passed and the DER stops energizing 

an Area/Local EPS, there is a minimum wait of five minutes before the DER can reconnect and 

start to supply power to the system. 
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Figure 3.3: Timeline of DER re-closure to utility from islanding to grid-connected mode 

3.2.2 Proposed Re-Closure Method 

To improve the re-closure of islanded systems to the utility, the proposed method 

continues to keep the Area/Local EPS energized while reconnecting to the grid without any 

downtimes required. 
 

 
Figure 3.4: Simplified Flowchart of Re-Closure Algorithm 

The two main obstacles to implementing this proposed type of re-closure are matching 

voltage magnitude and phase between VSI and restored utility.  If the voltage magnitude and/or 
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phase alignment of the voltages between the islanded system and the utility are not matched, 

very closely, then dangerously large (even catastrophic) transients can occur within the system. 

The simplified flowchart of the re-closure algorithm is seen in Figure 3.4 and shows how 

as long as there is a stable, disturbance free utility voltage within nominal ranges, approximately 

equal voltages between the islanded system and utility, normal frequency ranges of the islanded 

system, AND the phase angles between the islanded system and the utility are approximately 

equal, then it is acceptable to reconnect the two.  A more detailed flowchart can be found in 

Appendix C; while the DSP code used implementation can be found in Appendix D. 

The re-closure algorithm takes its frequency and angle measurements from the PLLs of 

the VSI and utility voltages (PLL operation described in Section 2.1.4).  The algorithm selects 

the appropriate PLL’s angle to use in the coordinate transformations of the system variables, 

which prompts the DER system to re-synchronize with the utility. 

As long as these minimum requirements are met (voltage, frequency, and phase), then 

there are no longer major issues hindering the reconnection of islanded systems to the utility 

without de-energizing and causing downtimes.  Figure 3.5 shows a reconnection timeline with 

the proposed re-closure method implemented.  The timeline is very similar to the one of existing 

methods, but with the main difference of that it does not have the DER de-energize itself and the 

Area/Local EPS; thus the system avoids downtimes of the EPS and DER. 
 

 

Figure 3.5: Timeline of reconnection for proposed system 

Simulation results from the SABER implemented re-closure algorithms presented, along 

with detection results from 3.1, in Section 3.3 below. 
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3.3 Closed-Loop Simulations 
Using the updated controller of Figure 3.2 and the proposed detection and re-closure 

methods described above, the following simulated results of their implementation for the Load-

Step, Line-Sag, and Phase-Shift cases are presented within this section. 

In re-closure simulations, adherence to standard requirements was not explicitly 

followed to reduce simulation times.  Standards require a five-minute delay before reconnection 

can occur (as described in Section 3.2) once the utility voltage had stabilized with the nominal 

range; this was not done, and in the interest simulation time reduction, reconnection took place 

once utility was nominal and resynchronization was complete. 

3.3.1 Load-step Case 

In this section the results presented are from load-step changes to test the detection and 

re-closure algorithms robustness in distinguishing changes in the loading characteristics and 

when islanding conditions appear/disappear. 

NB – Logic signals in waveforms have same order, notation, and meaning as seen 

previously in Chapter 2. 
 

 
Figure 3.6: VSI (orange) and Grid (blue) phase voltages during IM; load-steps do not trip detection 
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As seen in Figure 3.6, while the DER system is operating in the grid-connected mode, the 

changes in the load affect neither the output voltages of the VSI nor the grid, and the two remain 

equal.  The DQ voltages clearly show this and can be seen in Figure 3.7. 
 

 
Figure 3.7: DQ VSI (green/black) and Grid (blue/purple) voltages during IM and load-steps 

While the system is operating in the islanding mode (grid voltage experiencing a constant 

line-sag), it is seen in Figure 3.8 that the output voltage of the VSI is relatively undisturbed by 

the loading transients.  Figure 3.9 shows this in the DQ space and it is easier to see that there are 

slight transients during the loading steps; but the system is quick to recover and track to the 

nominal reference and the affect (as seen in the ABC space) is negligible. 
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Figure 3.8: VSI (orange) and Grid (blue) phase voltages during VM; load-steps do not trip detection  

 
Figure 3.9: DQ VSI (green/black) and Grid (blue/purple) voltages during VM and load-steps 
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Figures 3.10 through 3.13 show the ABC and DQ phase currents during grid-connected 

(Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11) and islanding (Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13) modes of operation. 

During the grid-connected mode, despite load steps and resultant changes in load power 

demand, the control system keeps the output current of the system constant.  This ensures that a 

constant power level is output from the VSI at all times independent of what the loads actually 

demand.  This leaves the remaining power load demand to be meet by the utility. 

Conversely, during the islanding mode, the output current changes with the load steps.  

This allows the system to supply full power demand for the loads, and regulate the output 

voltage from the VSI and across the load system to the nominal value. 
 

 
Figure 3.10: VSI phase currents during IM and load-steps 
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Figure 3.11: DQ VSI phase currents during IM and load-steps 

 
Figure 3.12: VSI phase currents during VM and load-steps 
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Figure 3.13: DQ VSI phase currents during VM and load-steps 

3.3.2 Grid Line-Sag Case 

Before fully implementing the detection scheme, the active component integrated into the 

control was tested under the line-sag case.  As described in Section 3.1, a constant line-sag was 

introduced into the system. 

The system was tested under half (HL) and full (FL) loading conditions, with and without 

the active loop implemented.  Once the active loop was tested, the full detection algorithm for 

the switched-mode control was implemented and tested under the line-sag case. 

Active Loop Tests – 

Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 show the results of when a line-sag was introduced into the 

system without the active detection and under HL conditions.  Because the DER system is 

supplying only half the load demand when the disturbance occurs, the frequency, voltage, and 

power levels of the system all change considerably.  Therefore, the passive detection scheme will 

not have any issues sensing this disturbance under similar conditions. 
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Figure 3.14: VSI frequency (orange) and D-channel voltage (purple) for HL w/o active loop 

 
Figure 3.15: VSI Phase voltage (orange) and current (blue) and grid current (green) for HL w/o active loop 
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Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17 show the same line-sag, but with FL demand met by the 

DER system.  In these waveforms the system characteristics still operate within nominal 

operating conditions despite a disturbance being present.  The passive detection scheme will not 

be able to sense this disturbance, due to the NDZs created, and the control will continue to run in 

IM and the system in grid-connected mode, even though it should switch to VM and islanding 

mode. 
 

 
Figure 3.16: VSI frequency (orange) and D-channel voltage (purple) for FL w/o active loop 
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Figure 3.17: VSI Phase voltage (orange) and current (blue) and grid current (green) for FL w/o active loop 

Figures 3.18 through 3.21 show the system with the active loop integrated into the control 

system.  Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19 show how under HL conditions the system still leaves the 

nominal operating region, allowing the passive detection to sense the disturbance; while Figure 

3.20 and Figure 3.21 show the system going unstable as well and leaving the nominal ranges 

under FL conditions.  Therefore, with the active loop integrated into the control system, all 

NDZs have been eliminated through the active loops.  
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Figure 3.18: VSI frequency (orange) and D-channel voltage (purple) for HL with active loop 

 
Figure 3.19: VSI Phase voltage (orange) and current (blue) and grid current (green) for HL with active loop 
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Figure 3.20: VSI frequency (orange) and D-channel voltage (purple) for FL with active loop 

 
Figure 3.21: VSI Phase voltage (orange) and current (blue) and grid current (green) for FL with active loop 
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Detection Implementation Tests – 

Once the detection schemes were tested to ensure proper design operation, they were 

implemented in a full system simulation. 

A line-sag of approximately 50% was applied to the utility and as seen in Figure 3.22 and 

Figure 3.23 (ABC and DQ voltages, respectively).  The detection senses the disturbance and 

changes from IM to VM control operation, and after some small transients, regulates the VSI 

voltage to the nominal value. 
 

 
Figure 3.22: VSI (orange) and Grid (blue) voltages as detection senses disturbance and changes modes 

Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25 show how the phase current from the VSI reacts to the 

changes in control and system operating modes.  Even during the transients from IM to VM the 

currents never exceed the maximum specified ratings. 
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Figure 3.23: DQ VSI (orange) and Grid (blue) voltages as detection senses disturbance and changes modes 

 

 
Figure 3.24: VSI phase currents as detection sense disturbance and changes modes 
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Figure 3.25: DQ VSI phase currents as detection sense disturbance and changes modes 

3.3.3 Phase Shifts in Grid Voltage 

To test the functionality of the PLL and re-closure algorithm, during the islanding mode 

of operation, while the disturbance on the utility is still present, the phase of the voltage was 

shifted to simulate a loss of synchronization between the utility and VSI. 

Phase shifts of ±60º, ±90º, and ±135º were imposed upon the grid.  The re-closure 

algorithm was able to resynchronize the VSI to the utility for all cases, but only the –60º case is 

presented in this thesis.  The –60º phase shift in the grid voltage is seen Figure 3.26; here the grid 

voltage is seen to jump in magnitude while the VSI voltage remains steady.  

When the utility’s disturbance has passed and the voltage returns to within nominal 

ranges, the VSI’s PLL decreases the frequency (for other phase shifts the frequency may 

increase) to a limited value, as seen in Figure 3.27.  Also seen in that figure are the ABC voltages 

of the VSI and grid; here the VSI voltage can be seen to synchronizing with the grid  and when 

the phase angle between the two voltages are approximately equal, the algorithm reconnects the 

system to the utility and switches the mode of control from VM to IM. 
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Figure 3.26: VSI (orange) and Grid (black) voltages during VM when a phase shift is forced upon the Grid 

 
Figure 3.27: VSI frequency (green) and voltage (orange), with grid (black) voltage showing resynchronization 

and reconnection of VSI to utility 
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The DQ voltages of the VSI and grid are seen in Figure 3.28, and show that during 

resynchronization and reconnection, the transients are minimal and virtually negligible in ABC 

space. 
 

 
Figure 3.28: DQ VSI (blue/orange) and Grid (green/purple) voltages; resynchronization and reconnection 

Figure 3.29 and Figure 3.30 depict the ABC and DQ (respectively) output phase currents 

of the VSI during the transition from VM to IM throughout the resynchronization process.  Since 

the DQ voltages are held constant throughout the resynchronization, when the DQ currents are 

looked at, it could be extrapolated, by equation (2.2) from Chapter 2, that during this process, the 

real power level dips while the reactive power level spikes.  These DQ channel currents are not 

really spiking and dropping as they are shown to in the figure (as seen in the ABC currents, they 

are just as they should be).  This effect is a result resynchronization process and the 

transformation between the ABC and DQ0 coordinate frames in SABER.  It will be seen in 

Section 4.2 in the DSP simulations and experimental results that these currents do not really 

spike as such. 
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Figure 3.29: ABC output phase currents during resynchronization and reconnection 

 
Figure 3.30: DQ output phase currents during resynchronization and reconnection 
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3.4 Summary Detection 
Overall, the simulated results of the detection and re-closure algorithms show that the 

proposed methods work, and are an improvement upon existing methods. 

The active detection integrated into the control eliminates NDZs, which previous 

methods were not always successful at, and also improves upon active detection techniques by 

removing the need to continuously perturb the output to sense disturbances within a NDZ.  This 

is one of the most beneficial aspects of the proposed implementation.  Another useful advantage 

to this active scheme is that it can be implemented into existing systems with no or little redesign 

to the existing controllers. 

The re-closure method proposed does not necessarily decrease the amount of time it takes 

to reconnect a DER to the utility once a disturbance has passed, but instead reduces the amount 

of downtime the system experiences as a result of its implementation.  Through the proposed 

method, the system can continuously keep Area/Local EPS up and energized while the system is 

resynchronizing.  Then once ready to reconnect, the two systems can do so without ever having 

to experience downtimes. 
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Chapter 4 – Hardware Implementation 

4.1 Power Electronic Building Blocks 
This thesis leverages the hardware developed under the PEBB Standard Cell project 

sponsored by the Office of Naval Research (ONR).  The decision to use a PEBB-based system 

was in part by their ability for reconfiguration and adaptability [31, 32].  A PEBB-based PCS can 

be designed for a wide range of DER applications and the inherent standardization of the 

building blocks allows for easy maintenance.  Another benefit of the modular PEBB system is 

that it was designed as a plug-and-play (PnP) system.  This allows for converters and entire 

systems to be added to a network quickly and efficiently. 

The PEBB-based converter consists of three basic elements: switching network, local, or 

onboard control (also called the Hardware Manager), and supervisory control (using the UC 

developed at CPES of Virginia Tech). 

4.1.1 Hardware and Hardware Manager 

The switching network is an IGBT-based half-bridge, phase-leg using the Mitsubishi 

Intelligent Power Module (IPM).  The IPM is a pair of IGBT and APD switching cells stacked 

upon one another to form the phase-leg.  This module also has embedded over-

voltage/current/temperature sensors that can be used for protection purposes as well. 
 

 
Figure 4.1: PEBB hardware with HM control board mounted on top 
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The Hardware Manager (HM), which can be mounted directly on top of the IPM, is 

responsible for local protection and modulation of the converter.  The board is centered around 

an FPGA with multiple sensors and Digital-to-Analog Converters (DACs).  Communication with 

the UC is accomplished with dual-ring, fiber optic cable.  Figure 4.1 shows the PEBB module 

with the HM mounted on top of the IPM, and with filtering capacitors and bus bars all attached 

to a heat sink.  More information and details about the hardware and HM can be founding [49]. 

4.1.2 Universal Controller 

The UC is responsible for the high-level control of the converter(s) in the PEBB-based 

PCS.  The UC and HMs communicate with one another through the Power Electronics Network 

v2 protocol (PESNet II).  Figure 4.2 depicts the UC board, showing the Xilinx FPGA, Analog 

Devices Sharc DSP, and communication devices. 
 

 
Figure 4.2: UC board, showing FPGA, DSP, fiber-optics, and other communication devices 
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Measurements signals are read off the fiber-optic ring from the individual HMs and 

stored within the FPGA; the DSP then calls to the FPGA for the measurements and uses them in 

controller calculations of the duty-cycles.  These duty-cycles are then transferred to the FPGA 

and transmitted through the fiber-optic to the HMs for modulation.  

DSP encoding of the controllers and transformations is found in Section 4.2.  More 

information about the UC and PESNet II can be found in [50]. 

4.1.3 VSI Test Setup 

Recalling Figure 1.10 from Chapter 1, the VSI setup for the hardware experimentation 

follows the system depicted there.  Three PEBB phase-legs with individual HMs with passives 

and thermal management systems were installed within a cabinet, seen in Figure 4.3. 
 

 
Figure 4.3: Cabinet showing (top → down)  PEBBs with HMs, inductors, and capacitors 
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Figure 4.4: System Test Setup 

The setup seen in Figure 4.4 shows the UC connected to the PEBBs (in background 

behind shields) via the fiber-optics.  With this setup, the cabinet is connected to a 3Φ, resistive 

load bank and a parallel connection to the utility through contact breakers. 

4.2 DSP Encoding 
Before the system can be implemented into the hardware system described above, the 

controllers, transformations, and detection/re-closure algorithms all have to be adapted from 

running in a continuous system to operating in a discrete system. 
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4.2.1 Discretization of Continuous System 

The first step in transforming continuous time systems into discrete systems is to 

understand the relationship between the Laplace and Z domains.  From (4.1) we see that by a 

simple expression, a Taylor series expansion, and some algebra the relationship between s and z 

becomes fairly simple. 
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The simple relation found in (4.1) allows for the continuous time Laplace transfer 

functions (TFs) to be solved for in the Z-domain.  Equation (4.2) shows the Z-domain equivalent 

of the pure integrator (like the ones used in the PLLs); the other transfer function conversions 

were found using the MATLAB “c2d” function and can be seen in Appendix D.  This program 

function converts Laplace to Z-domain functions in the exact same manner as (4.1). 
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As seen in (4.1) and (4.2), the functions are solved in terms of z 
-1.  This is done because 

the term z 
-1 corresponds in digital systems as a one-sampling-period delay.  Therefore, when 

implementing complex TFs and filters, shift registers can be used to simplify the coding.  Coding 

of the TFs and the system in general can be found in Appendix D. 
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4.2.2 DSP Simulations 

Once the transforms from continuous to discrete are done, simulations comparable to 

those from SABER are performed within the DSP simulator.  These extra simulations ensure that 

the code is implemented properly and debugged as much as possible before performing power 

tests in the hardware. 

The following figures show the results from the DSP simulations.  Figures of ABC and 

DQ voltages and currents are looked at, as well as duty-cycles, frequencies and phase angles. 
 

 
Figure 4.5: DQ duty-cycles (blue/green) with mode of operation (red, 0 = VM, 1 = IM) 

Figure 4.5 shows that the digital controllers (both VM and IM) operate very well; the 

duty-cycles between the modes of operation in steady-state are approximately equal, and the 

mode of operation is seen to change from VM to IM, back to VM, and finally again to IM.  The 

mode cycles as it does in the simulate because the system starts out in VM, which will cause the 

voltage and current to both ramp up to nominal values, this simulates a soft-start operation.  The 

system is then switched to IM, a line-sag is then introduced into the system, and the detection 

kicks in and changes the control back to VM.   
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Figure 4.6: ABC VSI voltage during VM→IM→VM→IM 

 
Figure 4.7: DQ VSI voltage during VM→IM→VM→IM 
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Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7, the ABC and DQ voltages of the VSI, show how during the 

transition from IM to VM the voltage spikes.  The spike does not exceed a dangerous level that 

could cause any damage. 
 

 
Figure 4.8: VSI (blue) and grid (green) frequencies during VM→IM→VM→IM 

Shortly thereafter, during the disturbance, a phase shift is implemented upon the utility 

voltage (as it was in SABER) and then the disturbance removed.  The slight distortions in the 

ABC voltage of Figure 4.6 during the second VM section are due to the resynchronization of the 

VSI voltage to the utility voltage.  The frequency and angle waveforms of Figure 4.8 and Figure 

4.9 show how the VSI is synchronizing to the utility.  When the VSI voltage angle has become 

approximately equal to the grid phase angle, and all other criteria of the re-closure algorithm has 

been met, the system changes back to IM.   

Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 show the ABC and DQ (respectively) VSI phase currents 

while the control and operational modes change.  They show that the currents are held at desired 

levels for each mode; also seen during resynchronization, are the DQ currents held constant, 
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unlike the results in SABER.  The ABC currents match those of SABER as well, which leads 

one to believe that the spikes in SABER were a result of computational errors in the simulator.  
 

 
Figure 4.9: VSI (blue) and grid (green) phase angles during VM→IM→VM→IM 
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 Figure 4.10: ABC VSI phase current during VM→IM→VM→IM 

 
Figure 4.11: DQ VSI current during VM→IM→VM→IM 
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4.3 Experimental Results 
Once the PEBBs connected to one another and the code loaded into the UC and HMs, the 

VSI system was tested under various conditions (for more details about hardware 

implementation and test setup see [49, 50]). 

The system was tested under the following conditions: 

• Simulated 40 VRMS-LL, 3Φ @ 60 Hz grid connection, with VDC = 150 V 

o Code simulates utility voltages 

o Simulated 30% line-sag 

o 800 W and 1.3 kW output from VSI during IM 

o 1.6 kW total resistive loading 

The reason for simulating the utility voltage is to ensure the algorithms and controllers 

are functioning properly under low-power tests; such that there is a reduced risk of operator and 

equipment damage if the system fails. 

4.3.1 Current Mode and Grid Disconnect 

When operating in IM, the system regulated the current to a desired output power level.  

Figure 4.12 shows the phase voltage (B and C), the line-to-line switching voltage (VCA), and the 

output current for phase C, for an output power of 800 W.  The voltages and currents are seen to 

be distorted; this is due to the fact that the device ratings for the PEBB hardware far exceed the 

levels being applied.  When the output power is increased to 1.3 kW (approximately 80% 

loading), as in Figure 4.13, the voltages and current become much more sinusoidal (and as seen 

in the VM of operation the system outputs at full-load demand are even less distorted). 
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Figure 4.12: Steady-State operation in IM @ 800W output 
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Figure 4.13: Steady-State operation in IM @ 1.3kW output 
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Figure 4.14: Sensed disturbance with transient from IM to VM 

When a disturbance is introduced into the simulated grid voltage, the detection algorithm 

senses this and enters the system in the VM of operation.  Figure 4.14 shows the transients of the 

voltages and current when during the change the control mode of operation. 

4.3.2 Voltage Mode and Grid Reconnect 

When operating in VM, the system regulated the voltage to the desired RMS, LL voltage 

of 40V (23.1V RMS, Phase), as in Figure 4.15.  Here it is clearly seen that as the system 

operating levels are increased, the distortions are decreased.  The frequency and voltage angle 

are shown in Figure 4.16, taken from the VSI’s PLL.  It shows the desired constant frequency 

and saw-tooth signal for the angle; signal ramps up to 2π radians and then resets to 0 radians (this 

keeps the DSP from creating an overflow error within the code). 
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Figure 4.15: Steady-State operation in VM 
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Figure 4.16: VSI’s PLL Angle and frequency during steady-state operation in VM 
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Figure 4 17: Sensed grid re-established, re-closure transient from VM to IM 

 
Figure 4.18: VSI’s PLL frequency resynchronizing with grid and ultimately re-closure 
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The re-closure of the system to the grid is seen in Figure 4.17; here the disturbance upon 

the grid voltage equations is lifted, the system resynchronizes with the grid and ultimately 

reconnects to it.  The transients from the switch between VM to IM of operation are very clean.  

The current eases into its new value with not sudden spikes or other disruptive transients.  The 

frequency of Figure 4.18 is shown for the period of time the control was resynchronizing with 

the grid voltage.  The frequency oscillates as it catches up (or slows down) and finally settles to 

the same frequency as the grid voltage; at this point the system re-closes and changes from VM, 

to IM. 

4.4 Summary Hardware 
Through DSP simulation and hardware implementation, the control and islanding 

algorithms are shown to perform very well.  The distortions in the waveforms in the hardware 

results can be attributed to high device ratings and relatively low power levels pushed through 

them.  The other curious behavior seen in both modes of operation is that of a slight phase 

unbalance (most prominent in the steady-state, VM operation); this unbalance is approximately 

±1.7%. 

The source of this unbalance is attributed to the voltage and current sensors used in HMs.  

The sensors and the information passed through them to the ADCs on the HMs was designed for 

much larger voltage and current levels than what was tested with.  In the DSPs, if the sensed 

state-variables have floating-12pt precision, then for the presented results the system was not 

utilizing the full resolution of the sensors. Therefore, the measurements made for the feedback 

control were of low/poor resolution which can not only cause the unbalances seen, but also 

contributed to the distortions at lower power levels. 

Overall, the system behaved as intended, and the results prove that the proposed 

algorithms and controllers can allow a system to change between grid-connected and islanding 

modes. 
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Chapter 5 – CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

5.1 Conclusions 
The research presented in this thesis discusses existing grid interconnection and control 

methods, along with islanding detection and re-closure algorithms and requirements.  The 

existing methods of control limit the converter to operate solely in either IM or VM, never in a 

dual or switched mode of operation.  The existing detection algorithms, passive and active, all 

work (some methods more so than others), but even the active ones can cause detrimental effects 

upon utility if mass quantities of DERs implementing these detection schemes are connected to 

the grid.  The present re-closure requirements set forth by standards, such as that of IEEE 1547-

2003, are very strict about how and when a DER can connect to the grid.  It is understandable 

that the requirements are there to protect the system, but can by all means be improved upon. 

This research shows how, through circuit simulation and hardware verification, that the 

proposed switched-mode control, active islanding detection algorithms and PLL for re-closure 

are not only viable, but are an improvement over the existing methods.  The proposed switch-

mode control can allow the DER to operation in parallel with the utility or in an islanded, stand-

alone mode supplying power for an Area/Local EPS.  The active islanding detection method with 

FF/FB BPFs presented, is a great improvement over continuously perturbing active detection 

schemes, and still improves upon the methods created by Ye et al.  With this detection method, 

the DER can detect any disturbance upon the grid, even those that would normally be within 

NDZs, and allow the DER to disconnect and change modes of operation quickly and free of large 

disruptive transients.  The re-closure method proposed, as mentioned before, does not necessarily 

cut back the amount of time require to reconnect a DER to the utility, but it does allow the DER 

to continuously supply power to the system which allows for zero downtimes. 

From this research it can concluded that through the proposed control and detection 

methods, in conjunction with DG and intentional islanding concepts that the utility system can be 

supplemented, and even supplanted when disturbances on the grid cause the system to leave 

nominal conditions; thus leading to increased reliability and security, enhanced power quality, 

peak power demand support, and continuous power supplied to critical loads. 
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5.2 Future Work 
Ongoing work to this thesis consists of synchronizing the VSI with signal external to UC, 

increasing the voltage and power levels of the system tested, and ultimately connect in parallel to 

a line-voltage generator and/or the utility system itself.  Synchronizing the VSI controller with a 

signal external to the UC is the initial step to connecting the system fully to the utility.  The 

increase in the system levels will then follow; gradually increasing the voltage and power until 

the system reaches levels equivalent to what would be found for a grid-connected PCS.  Finally, 

once the system has been proven to be stable at higher voltage and power levels, the VSI will be 

connected to a 3Φ voltage source (either a line-voltage generator or the utility itself) and 

operated solely in the inverter mode (power will only flow from the PCS). 

Future and expanded research based upon this thesis could include in depth study and 

analysis about the micro-grid structure that intentional islanding creates as well as study into 

intelligent load-shedding algorithms.  Using non-linear and/or adaptive control to redesign the 

control system for DG with intentional islanding PCS, such that the control is independent of the 

detection and possibly leading to increases in the controller’s robustness and stability throughout 

disturbances and outages.  Other work would be to expand the existing hardware setup to create 

an in-house micro-grid by the addition of other inverters, rectifier loads, motor drives, etc., to 

further test the concepts and control methods of this thesis.  The expanded micro-grid system 

could also be used to test and build on the concepts of this thesis for use in naval vessels, aircraft, 

space-based systems, and other power distribution systems 
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Appendix A: MEDIUM AND HIGH POWER CHALLENGES 
 

Switching Frequency & Line Conditions – 

When the system experiences a light-load (LL), the resonant peaks of the 

system’s OL TFs begin to spike; these spikes, if not properly accounted for, can lead to 

system-wide instabilities when the control is implemented.  As seen in Figure A.1, when 

a simple controller is designed around FL conditions, the system can operate stably, but 

as soon as LL conditions occur, the system goes unstable due to a resonant spike.  The 

affect that the LL conditions have on the system is seen by the sudden increase in 

magnitude and sharp drop off of phase around the resonant frequency.  A simple 

reduction in the controllers’ gain can correct for this, but in doing so causes a reduction in 

bandwidth (more on the affects of bandwidth reduction due to lowering the gain follow in 

the digital delay subsection); otherwise more complex control techniques would have to 

be applied.   
 

 
Figure A.1: Loop Gain with controller designed around FL (―) conditions; same controller used 

under LL conditions (―) goes unstable 
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Digital Delay – 

Though the realization of the control in DSP allows for more complex systems 

and calculations to be performed, the drawback is that inherent time delays are introduced 

into the system.  These delays consist of the times it takes to: sample analog signals, data 

transmission to DSP, controller calculations, and data re-transmission of revised digital 

and analog signals.  Even though there are many different factors that contributed to the 

total delay time experienced by a digital system, they can all be lumped into one ideal 

delay, represented in the Laplace, s-domain by the TF in equation (A.1). 

( ) ωjsesH DelayTs == ⋅− ,     (A.1) 

The simplified model presented in Figure A.2 shows how from classical control 

theory an ideal delay can be modeled within a closed-loop (CL) system.  It is also seen 

that the functions performed by the DSP are: sampling of the system states (usually 

voltage and/or current) to be controlled, error signal generation, and compensation 

through the system controller.  Not shown, but also included in the DSP are the 

coordinate transforms, analog-to-digital converters (ADC) and DAC, and protection 

functions. 
 

 
Figure A.2: Simplified system control model showing delay implementation 

The delay is also modeled along with the other DSP functions, and is at the 

interface between the DSP and the continuous system plant model.  This delay does not 

affect the magnitude of the controller’s output as it is incorporated into the model, but it 

does cause the phase to linearly roll-off; which can lead to instabilities in the system 

output if not accounted for in the controller’s design. 

Due to the fact that the system model and transmission paths can never be 

modeled with 100-percent accuracy, there will always be variations in the delay times.  
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To account for this, the system uses an upper bound for the delay that causes the signals 

to be held for a constant time before transmission, such that the system controller can be 

designed around a constant point.  This bound tends to be between one and two switching 

cycles in length.  In this study, a delay of two switching periods as a worst case was used 

(this will be elaborated upon more in Section 1.4.3). 

Another design concern due to the delay is that of controller stability.  The loop 

gain showing controller stability of the system can be greatly affected by this delay.  As 

seen in Figure A.3, when a system is designed without ideal delay implementation, the 

controller bandwidth can be made to be at, or well above, the resonant frequency of the 

system output filter while maintaining stability (blue, solid-lines); however, when an 

ideal delay is added to the system, the same controller can no longer sustain stability (red, 

dashed-lines).  As seen, the delay has little to no affect on the system gain, but causes a 

linear roll-off in the frequency starting around 1/10th of the resonant frequency of the 

system causing it to pass the -180º stability line of the phase much sooner. 

 
Figure A.3: Loop Gain example of controller designed without delay; w/o (―) & w/ (– ·) Digital Delay 

included, cross-over frequency ≈ 3 kHz 
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This now calls for a redesign in the controller used to regulate the system properly 

with the ideal delay included.  The issue is that when the delay is added, it creates 

negative effects well below the resonant frequency.  Normally, the only adjustments that 

need to be made to turn an unstable controller into a stable one for a delayed system, is to 

drop the controller gain.  This helps eliminate the affects created by the delay that caused 

the instabilities.  But by doing so, the controller bandwidth is lowered by as much as one 

to two decades. 

When the controller from the above example was redesigned to account for the 

ideal delay, the gain was dropped by a factor of 10 (as seen in Figure A.4) to ensure 

stability.  This in turn lowered the cross-over frequency and bandwidth of the system by a 

factor of 20 (the cross-over frequency went from being around 3 kHz, to that of 150 Hz).  

This loss of bandwidth causes dramatically increased response times of the controller to 

dynamic changes in the system. 
 

 
Figure A.4: Loop Gain example of controller designed with delay; w/o (―) & w/ (– ·) Digital Delay 

included, cross-over frequency ≈ 150 Hz 
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These issues all contribute toward making the controller design challenging.  

Because of grid loading conditions, low system output filter resonant frequency, and 

digital delays the controller bandwidth needs to be low, on the order of 10s to few 100s of 

hertz; but because the system line frequency is 60 Hz, the bandwidth needs to be larger 

than this for the controller to be able to regulate the system with good response times.  

Therefore the classic trade-off between performance and stability comes into play in the 

design of the system controller. 
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Appendix B: Park’s Transformation 
 

This Appendix discusses and shows the derivation of the ABC to DQ0 

transformation, commonly known as Park’s Transformation. 

Let us first define the ABC state vectors to be transformed: 
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Let the trajectory of  now be plotted (abcvv Figure B.1) in the 3D ABC space and 

plot the vector [1 1 1]T. 

 
Figure B.1:  trajectory (blue) with vector [1 1 1]abcvv T (purple) from origin 

Mapping the trajectory’s plane, Figure B.2, and then projecting the a-axis upon 

this plane is, this now becomes the α-axis.  The vector [1 1 1]T, should also be noted as 

being perpendicular to the plane created.  This vector can now be labeled as the γ-axis. 
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Figure B.2: Trajectory plane drawn; αγ axes added 

 
Figure B.3: Trajectory plane with αβγ axes shown in reference to abc 
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Using the right-hand-rule, the final axis (β-axis) is found, seen in Figure B.3.  It 

should also be noted that the trajectory lays entirely in the αβ-plane.  This is even more 

apparent when the transformed trajectory is seen in αβγ coordinates of Figure B.4.   

 
Figure B.4: Transformed trajectory in αβγ coordinates 
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The transformation from ABC to αβγ is described by that of (B.2).  Equation 

(B.2) states that norm of the transformation matrix from ABC to αβγ must be unitary.  In 

this system the norm is taken to that of the Euclidean norm (2-norm). 
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Figure B.5: Transition from transformed stationary (αβγ) to rotating (DQ0) coordinate frames 

Changing from a stationary (even a transformed stationary) to rotating coordinate 

frame allows for a rotating vector in the stationary frames to become a constant vector in 

the rotating frame.  If the “D” and “Q” axes are rotating at the same rate as the vector in 

the stationary frame was rotating (θ); then projecting the αβ vector onto the new “DQ” 

axes, as seen in Figure B.5, yields the terms in DQ, seen in (B.3). 
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The γ- and 0-axes both have a one-to-one ratio, and since the γ-axis component is 

ideally zero, the 0-axis follows; hence (B.3) becomes (B.4). 
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Now substituting in the transformation from (B.2) into (B.4) the full Park’s 

transformation from ABC to DQ0 is found to be that of (B.5) 
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Appendix C: Islanding Detection/Re-Closure Flowcharts 
 

 
Figure C.1: Detailed Detection algorithm showing tests and setting of variables 
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Figure C.2: Detailed Re-Closure algorithm showing tests and setting of variables 
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Appendix D: DSP Code 
DSP Controller TFs for IM, VM, BPFs and PLLs –  
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DSP Code – 

The code presented are functions and variables used within the PESNet II IRQs to 

perform the regulation.  For more information about PESNet II and converter regulation 

using the UC and PESNet II see [49, 50]. 

 
 
//*********************************************************************************************** 
//*************** New Section of constants & Variables for use in DG applications *************** 
//*********************************************************************************************** 
 
 
//******************************************************* 
//*************** Global System Variables *************** 
// are denoted by the prefix "g_f", these variables can 
// be used in and transferred to any function, if the 
// defined parameter is a global constant, then it gets 
// "g_cf" prefix 
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//************ Voltage, current & Duty-cycle ************ 
 
float g_fVa, g_fVb, g_fVc;        // ABC and DQ0 
voltage variables for VSI 
float g_fVd_LL, g_fVq_LL, g_fVo_LL; 
float g_fVd_Ph, g_fVq_Ph, g_fVo_Ph; 
 
float g_fVa_g, g_fVb_g, g_fVc_g;      // ABC and DQ0 voltage 
variables for grid 
float g_fVd_gLL, g_fVq_gLL, g_fVo_gLL; 
float g_fVd_gPh, g_fVq_gPh, g_fVo_gPh; 
 
float g_fIa, g_fIb, g_fIc;        // ABC and DQ0 
current variables for VSI 
float g_fId, g_fIq, g_fIo; 
 
float g_fDa, g_fDb, g_fDc;        // ABC and DQ0 
duty-cycles from control 
float g_fDd_LL, g_fDq_LL, g_fDo_LL; 
float g_fDd_Ph, g_fDq_Ph, g_fDo_Ph; 
 
float g_fDd_PhVM, g_fDq_PhVM; 
float g_fDd_PhIM, g_fDq_PhIM; 
 
const float g_cfVdRef = 155.8846; //207.846;      // DQ0 voltage 
references for control and detection 
const float g_cfVqRef = 0.0;        // puts out 120 Vrms 
per phase in ABC 
const float g_cfVoRef = 0.0;        // 208 Vrms LL in 
ABC 
 
const float g_cfDoRef = 0.0;        // Do reference for use 
if only DQ channels implemented 
 
//*************** Power Output Constants **************** 
 
const float g_cfPRef = 10e3; //20e3     // real power output of VSI 20 kW 
const float g_cfQRef = 0.0;        // reactive power 
output of VSI 0 VAR 
 
//************ Various Factors & variables ************** 
 
const float g_cfVdc = 250.0; //500.0;     // Ideal DC input voltage 
 
const float wL_Vdc = 2.0*1.628601631620949e-4;   // ideal wL/Vdc factor of decoupling term 
     //250Vdc      
 // (376.99*216u/500) 
 
float g_fW;           
 // frequency variable to be returned from PLL to system 
float g_fTheta;          
 // line angle variable to be returned from PLL to system 
 
float g_fW_Line, g_fW_VSI;        // calculated 
frequencies (rad/s) for VSI & Grid 
float g_fWLine, g_fWVSI; 
float g_fTheta_VSI, g_fTheta_Line;      // calculated angles 
 
bool g_bGrid_connect = false;       // logic in detection of grid-
connected or not 
            
  // (initially not => false) 
bool g_bGrid_OK = false; 
            
   
//Stupid control          // test PI 
controller to check & make sure PID not causing issues 
float g_fXd;            
float g_fXq;            
float g_fEta;  
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float g_fTs; 
const float cfTsw = 50e-6;          
    
            
   
//*************** End Global Declarations *************** 
//******************************************************* 
 
 
//******************************************************* 
//*************** Function Call Variables *************** 
 
//************ Constants used in computation ************ 
// nomenclature of constant names - divide symbol replaced 
// with "_", except in case of "_" follows SQRT, then "_" 
// denotes that what follows is square-rooted.  If a const 
// is 1/#, then it is labeled with One_#.  Also if number 
// directly follows SQRT, then only that number is square- 
// rooted. 
 
const float One_SQRT2 = 0.70710678;       // 1/SQRT(2) 
const float SQRT_2over3 = 0.81649658;      // SQRT(2/3) 
const float One_SQRT3 = 0.57735027;       // 1/SQRT(3) 
const float One_SQRT6 = 0.408248;       // 1/SQRT(6) 
const float SQRT2_3 = 0.4714045;       // SQRT(2)/3 
const float SQRT2_6 = 0.23570226;       // SQRT(2)/6 
const float SQRT3_6 = 0.28867513;       // SQRT(3)/6 
const float SQRT3_2 = 0.86602540;       // SQRT(3)/2 
const float math_pi = 3.14159265358979323846;    // pi 
const float cf2PIover3 = 2.0*math_pi/3.0;     // 2*pi/3 
const float cfPIover6 = math_pi/6.0;      // pi/6 
const float cfPIover2 = math_pi/2.0;      // pi/2 
 
//************** PLL variables & constants ************** 
 
const float cfW_ideal = 376.9911184;      // ideal line frequency (60Hz, 
376.99 rad/s) 
 
const float cfPLLfilter_a1 = -1.0;       // constants used in the discrete 
filter to 
            
   // solve for freq 
const float cfPLLfilter_b0 = 18.85; 
const float cfPLLfilter_b1 = -15.83; 
 
float fVSIPLLfilter_alpha[2];        // array for filter to 
perform discrete filtering 
float fGridPLLfilter_alpha[2];      // array for filter to perform discrete filtering 
 
const float cfPLLint_a1 = -1.0;      // pure integrator constants for finding theta 
        // from freq 
const float cfPLLint_b1 = 0.0001;     // for 100us delay (sampling time) = 2*Ts -> 
        // fs = 20kHz 
 
float fVSIPLLint_alpha[2];       // array for pure integrator 
float fGridPLLint_alpha[2];       // array for pure integrator 
 
float g_fCos_VSI;          
 // cos and sin variables for VSI PLL 
float g_fSin_VSI; 
 
float g_fCos_Line;          
 // cos and sin variables for Grid PLL 
float g_fSin_Line; 
 
//***************** Voltage Mode Control **************** 
 
const float cfVM_a1 = -1.003;      // constants for voltage mode controllers 
const float cfVM_a2 = 0.002524; 
const float cfVM_a3 = -1.125e-7; 
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const float cfVM_b1 = 0.003949; 
const float cfVM_b2 = -0.00336; 
const float cfVM_b3 = 0.0001099; 
 
float fVd_err, fVq_err;         
 // voltage error of signal compared to reference 
 
float fVM_alpha_d[4];         
 // d-channel array of voltage mode control 
float fVM_beta_d; 
 
float fVM_alpha_q[4];         
 // q-channel array of voltage mode control 
float fVM_beta_q; 
 
//***************** Current Mode Control **************** 
 
const float cfIM_a1 = -1.0;         // 
constants for current mode controllers 
const float cfIM_a2 = 0.0003809; 
const float cfIM_a3 = -1.523e-8; 
const float cfIM_b1 = 0.002241; 
const float cfIM_b2 = -0.001874; 
const float cfIM_b3 = 1.965e-5; 
 
const float cfBPF_a1 = -1.917;        // constants for BPF 
mode controllers 
const float cfBPF_a2 = 0.9185; 
const float cfBPF_b1 = 0.08147; 
const float cfBPF_b2 = -0.08147; 
 
float fId_err, fIq_err;      // current error of signal compared to reference 
float fIdRef, fIqRef;      // current reference calculations 
 
float fIM_alpha_d[4];      // d-channel array of current mode control 
float fIM_beta_d; 
 
float fIM_alpha_q[4];      // q-channel array of current mode control 
float fIM_beta_q; 
 
float fBPF_alpha_d[3];         
 // d-channel array for BPF of current mode control 
float fBPF_beta_d; 
 
float fBPF_alpha_q[3];         
 // q-channel array for BPF of current mode control 
float fBPF_beta_q; 
 
//********************** Detection ********************** 
 
float f_P;            
 // Use sensed DQ V & I to calculate power output 
            
   // of VSI 
float f_Q; 
 
float f_F;            
 // from rad/s frequency -> Hz 
const float cfFreq_upper = 60.5;     // upper bound on what frequency is allowed to be (Hz) 
const float cfFreq_lower = 59.3;     // lower bound on what frequency is allowed to be (Hz) 
 
//******************** Theta Select ********************* 
 
float g_fCos_theta; 
float g_fSin_theta; 
 
// other cos and sin functions needed for park's transformation 
const float cos_2PIover3 = -0.5;      // cos(2*pi/3) 
const float sin_2PIover3 = 0.866025403784;     // sin(2*pi/3) 
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//************** End Function Declarations ************** 
//******************************************************* 
 
 
//******************************************************* 
//**************** Function Call Blocks ***************** 
 
//***************** Stupid Controller ******************* 
void StupidControl() 
{ 
//Stupid control 
//float g_fXd; 
//float g_fXq; 
//float g_fEta;  
//float g_fTs; 
 
 g_fXd += g_fTs*g_fEta*(g_cfVdRef - g_fVd_Ph); 
 g_fXq += g_fTs*g_fEta*(g_cfVqRef - g_fVq_Ph); 
  
  
 if( g_fXd > 1 ){ 
  g_fXd = 1; 
 } 
  
 if( g_fXq > 1 ){ 
  g_fXq = 1; 
 } 
  
 if( g_fXd < -1 ){ 
  g_fXq = -1; 
 } 
  
 if( g_fXq < -1) { 
  g_fXq = -1; 
 } 
  
  
 g_fDd_Ph = g_fXd; 
 g_fDq_Ph = g_fXq; 
  
} 
//******************************************************* 
 
//***************** Initial Conditions ****************** 
// To be called only once at beginning of startup before 
// infinite while loop that looks for interrupts 
 
void init_cond() 
{ 
/* g_fTs = 100e-6; 
 g_fEta = 3.0; 
 g_fXd = 0.0; 
 g_fXq = 0.0; 
*/  
 g_fW_VSI = cfW_ideal; 
 g_fW_Line = cfW_ideal; 
 g_fW = cfW_ideal; 
 
 g_fTheta = 0.0; 
 g_fTheta_Line = 0.0; 
 g_fTheta_VSI = 0.0; 
 
 g_fCos_VSI = 1.0; 
 g_fSin_VSI = 0.0; 
 g_fCos_Line = 1.0; 
 g_fSin_Line = 0.0; 
 
 g_fVa = 0.0; 
 g_fVb = 0.0; 
 g_fVc = 0.0; 
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 g_fIa = 0.0; 
 g_fIb = 0.0; 
 g_fIc = 0.0; 
 
 g_fDd_Ph = 0.0; 
 g_fDq_Ph = 0.0; 
 g_fDo_Ph = 0.0; 
 g_fDa = 0.0; 
 g_fDb = 0.0; 
 g_fDc = 0.0; 
 
 g_bGrid_connect = false; 
 g_bGrid_OK = false; 
  
 fVSIPLLfilter_alpha[0] = 0.0; 
 fVSIPLLfilter_alpha[1] = 0.0; 
  
 fGridPLLfilter_alpha[0] = 0.0; 
 fGridPLLfilter_alpha[1] = 0.0; 
  
 fVSIPLLint_alpha[0] = 0.0; 
 fVSIPLLint_alpha[1] = 0.0; 
  
 fGridPLLint_alpha[0] = 0.0; 
 fGridPLLint_alpha[1] = 0.0; 
 
 fVM_alpha_d[0] = 0.0; 
 fVM_alpha_d[1] = 0.0; 
 fVM_alpha_d[2] = 0.0; 
 fVM_alpha_d[3] = 0.0; 
  
 fVM_alpha_q[0] = 0.0; 
 fVM_alpha_q[1] = 0.0; 
 fVM_alpha_q[2] = 0.0; 
 fVM_alpha_q[3] = 0.0; 
  
 fBPF_alpha_d[0] = 0.0; 
 fBPF_alpha_d[1] = 0.0; 
 fBPF_alpha_d[2] = 0.0; 
  
 fBPF_alpha_q[0] = 0.0; 
 fBPF_alpha_q[1] = 0.0; 
 fBPF_alpha_q[2] = 0.0; 
  
// Any more initial Conditions on float variables needed? 
// Do arrays need initialization to ZERO? 
 
} 
//******************************************************* 
 
//*************** Measurement Declaration *************** 
// Called at beginning of each interrupt; also takes sensed 
// measurements from protocol channels and links them to their variables 
 
void get_measurements() 
{ 
// comment out for DSP simulation w/o UC 
 
 
//----------------------------------------- 
// measurement acquisition from FPGA to DSP 
 
// pRow[#] -> # = {0,1,2} = phase A,B,C (respectively) 
// nData# -> # = {1,2} = Current, Voltage (respectively) 
// 0x00000### or 0x###00000 -> only gets data in last or first 12 bits 
// << # or >> # -> shifts data by # of bits left or right 
// ADC_X_Scale -> X = {I, V} = analog to digital conversion scaling factor for current and voltage 
//----------------------------------------- 
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//--------------------- 
// Current measurements 
 nData = (pRow[0].nData1 & 0x00000FFF) << 20; 
 nData = (signed int) (nData) >> 20; 
 g_fIa = nData * ADC_I_Scale; 
  
 nData = (pRow[1].nData1 & 0x00000FFF) << 20; 
 nData = (signed int) (nData) >> 20; 
 g_fIb = nData * ADC_I_Scale; 
  
 nData = (pRow[2].nData1 & 0x00000FFF) << 20; 
 nData = (signed int) (nData) >> 20; 
 g_fIc = nData * ADC_I_Scale; 
//--------------------- 
 
//--------------------- 
// Voltage measurements 
 nData = (pRow[0].nData2 & 0x00000FFF) << 20; 
 nData = (signed int) (nData) >> 20; 
 g_fVa = nData * ADC_V_Scale; 
  
 nData = (pRow[1].nData2 & 0x00000FFF) << 20; 
 nData = (signed int) (nData) >> 20; 
 g_fVb = nData * ADC_V_Scale; 
  
 nData = (pRow[2].nData2 & 0x00000FFF) << 20; 
 nData = (signed int) (nData) >> 20; 
 g_fVc = nData * ADC_V_Scale; 
//--------------------- 
 
//------------------------------- 
// ABC Grid Voltages from sensors 
// g_fVa_g = LINK TO SENSOR INPUT; 
// g_fVb_g = LINK TO SENSOR INPUT; 
// g_fVc_g = LINK TO SENSOR INPUT; 
//------------------------------- 
 
 
} 
//******************************************************* 
 
//***************** ABC 2 DQO Transform ***************** 
// ABC variables passed to,then transformed to DQ0 
 
void abc2dqo(float Xa, float Xb, float Xc, float* pXd, float* pXq, float* pXo) 
{ 
// abc to alpha/beta to dq transform reduces number of operations performed 
/*  float x_alpha, x_beta; 
  
  x_alpha = One_SQRT6*(Xa-Xb); 
  x_beta = SQRT2_6*(Xa+Xb)-SQRT_2over3*Xc; 
    
  *pXd = x_alpha*g_fCos_theta + x_beta*g_fSin_theta; 
  *pXq = x_beta*g_fCos_theta - x_alpha*g_fSin_theta; 
  *pXo = 0.0; 
*/  
 
// abc to dqo transform w/o cos & sin, instead uses trig identities 
 *pXd = SQRT_2over3*( (g_fCos_theta)*Xa 
         + (g_fCos_theta*cos_2PIover3 + g_fSin_theta*sin_2PIover3)*Xb 
         + (g_fCos_theta*cos_2PIover3 - g_fSin_theta*sin_2PIover3)*Xc ); 
 
 *pXq = SQRT_2over3*( -(g_fSin_theta)*Xa 
        - (g_fSin_theta*cos_2PIover3 - g_fCos_theta*sin_2PIover3)*Xb 
        - (g_fSin_theta*cos_2PIover3 + g_fCos_theta*sin_2PIover3)*Xc ); 
 
 *pXo = SQRT_2over3*One_SQRT2*(Xa + Xb + Xc); 
} 
//******************************************************* 
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//***************** VLL 2 VPh Transform ***************** 
// DQ0 transform of Line-to-Line voltages to Phase voltages 
//  [    1/2  SQRT3/6     0 ] 
//  [ -SQRT3/6    1/2     0 ] 
//  [     0         0     1 ] 
 
void VLL2Ph(float XdLL, float XqLL, float XoLL, float* pXdPh, float* pXqPh, float* pXoPh) 
{ 
 *pXdPh = (0.5*XdLL) + (SQRT3_6*XqLL) /*XdLL/sqrt(3.0)*/; 
 *pXqPh = (-SQRT3_6*XdLL) + (0.5*XqLL) /*XqLL/sqrt(3.0)*/; 
 *pXoPh = XoLL; 
  
// does 30deg phase shift due to this transform needs to be accounted for in Theta_Select code 
  
// g_fTheta_VSI = g_fTheta_VSI - cfPIover6; 
// g_fTheta_Line = g_fTheta_Line - cfPIover6; 
} 
//******************************************************* 
 
//***************** VPh 2 VLL Transform ***************** 
// DQ0 transform of Phase voltages to Line-to-Line voltages 
//  [    3/2     -SQRT3/2    0 ] 
//  [  SQRT3/2    3/2     0 ] 
//  [     0         0     1 ] 
 
void VPh2LL(float XdPh, float XqPh, float XoPh, float* pXdLL, float* pXqLL, float* pXoLL) 
{ 
 *pXdLL = (1.5*XdPh) + (-SQRT3_2*XqPh) /*XdPh*sqrt(3.0)*/; 
 *pXqLL = (SQRT3_2*XdPh) + (1.5*XqPh) /*XqPh*sqrt(3.0)*/; 
 *pXoLL = XoPh; 
  
// does 30deg phase shift due to this transform needs to be accounted for in Theta_Select code 
  
// g_fTheta_VSI = g_fTheta_VSI - cfPIover6; 
// g_fTheta_Line = g_fTheta_Line - cfPIover6; 
} 
//******************************************************* 
 
//***************** ILL 2 IPh Transform ***************** 
// DQ0 transform of Line-to-Line currents to Phase currents 
//  [    3/2  SQRT3/2     0 ] 
//  [ -SQRT3/2    3/2     0 ] 
//  [     0         0     1 ] 
 
void ILL2Ph(float XdLL, float XqLL, float XoLL, float* pXdPh, float* pXqPh, float* pXoPh) 
{ 
// needs to be updated like voltage transforms 
//-------------------------------------------- 
 *pXdPh = (1.5*XdLL) + (SQRT3_2*XqLL); 
 *pXqPh = (-SQRT3_2*XdLL) + (1.5*XqLL); 
 *pXoPh = XoLL;  
} 
//******************************************************* 
 
//***************** IPh 2 ILL Transform ***************** 
// DQ0 transform of Phase currents to Line-to-Line currents 
//  [    1/2     -SQRT3/6    0 ] 
//  [  SQRT3/6    1/2     0 ] 
//  [     0         0     1 ] 
 
 
void IPh2LL(float XdPh, float XqPh, float XoPh, float* pXdLL, float* pXqLL, float* pXoLL) 
{ 
// needs to be updated like voltage transforms 
//-------------------------------------------- 
 *pXdLL = (0.5*XdPh) + (-SQRT3_6*XqPh); 
 *pXqLL = (SQRT3_6*XdPh) + (0.5*XqPh); 
 *pXoLL = XoPh; 
} 
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//******************************************************* 
 
//***************** DQO 2 ABC Transform ***************** 
// DQ0 variables passed to,then transformed to ABC 
 
void dqo2abc(float Xd, float Xq, float Xo, float* pXa, float* pXb, float* pXc) 
{ 
// dq to alpha/beta to abc 
// transform did not work properly 
/*  *pXa = SQRT_2over3 * ( Xd*g_fCos_theta - Xq*g_fSin_theta ); 
  
  *pXb = SQRT_2over3 * ( 0.5 * ( -g_fCos_theta*Xd + g_fSin_theta*Xq ) )  
    + One_SQRT2 * ( g_fSin_theta*Xd + g_fCos_theta*Xq ); 
 
  *pXc = SQRT_2over3 * ( 0.5 * ( -g_fCos_theta*Xd + g_fSin_theta*Xq ) ) 
    + One_SQRT2 * ( -g_fSin_theta*Xd - g_fCos_theta*Xq ); 
*/ 
 
// dqo to abc transform w/o cos & sin, instead uses trig identities  
 *pXa = SQRT_2over3*( (g_fCos_theta)*Xd - (g_fSin_theta)*Xq + One_SQRT2*Xo ); 
 
 *pXb = SQRT_2over3*( (g_fCos_theta*cos_2PIover3 + g_fSin_theta*sin_2PIover3)*Xd 
         - (g_fSin_theta*cos_2PIover3 - g_fCos_theta*sin_2PIover3)*Xq 
        + One_SQRT2*Xo ); 
 
 *pXc = SQRT_2over3*( (g_fCos_theta*cos_2PIover3 - g_fSin_theta*sin_2PIover3)*Xd 
         - (g_fSin_theta*cos_2PIover3 + g_fCos_theta*sin_2PIover3)*Xq 
        + One_SQRT2*Xo ); 
} 
//******************************************************* 
 
//****************** Z-domain VSI PLL ******************* 
// Transform the ABC voltage of the VSI to DQ0 and tracks w and theta 
 
void VSI_PLL() 
{ 
  
// ABC to DQO transform 
 
/*  float x_alpha, x_beta; 
  
  x_alpha = One_SQRT6*(g_fVa-g_fVb); 
  x_beta = SQRT2_6*(g_fVa+g_fVb)-SQRT_2over3*g_fVc; 
    
  g_fVd_Ph = x_alpha*g_fCos_VSI + x_beta*g_fSin_VSI; 
  g_fVq_Ph = x_beta*g_fCos_VSI - x_alpha*g_fSin_VSI; 
   
  g_fVo_Ph = 0.0; 
*/ 
 g_fVd_Ph = SQRT_2over3*( ((g_fCos_VSI)*g_fVa) 
                  + ((g_fCos_VSI*cos_2PIover3 + g_fSin_VSI*sin_2PIover3)*g_fVb) 
                  + ((g_fCos_VSI*cos_2PIover3 - g_fSin_VSI*sin_2PIover3)*g_fVc) ); 
 
 g_fVq_Ph = SQRT_2over3*( -((g_fSin_VSI)*g_fVa) 
               - ((g_fSin_VSI*cos_2PIover3 - g_fCos_VSI*sin_2PIover3)*g_fVb) 
               - ((g_fSin_VSI*cos_2PIover3 + g_fCos_VSI*sin_2PIover3)*g_fVc) ); 
 
 g_fVo_Ph = (SQRT_2over3*One_SQRT2)*(g_fVa + g_fVb + g_fVc); 
 
//------------------------------------ 
// uses Vq (ideally zero) to find freq 
// PLL filter array update 
 fVSIPLLfilter_alpha[0] = g_fVq_Ph - (cfPLLfilter_a1*fVSIPLLfilter_alpha[1]); 
  
// frequency output 
 g_fW_VSI = 1.5*( (cfPLLfilter_b0*fVSIPLLfilter_alpha[0]) + (cfPLLfilter_b1*fVSIPLLfilter_alpha[1]) ); 
 
// update rest of filter array  
 fVSIPLLfilter_alpha[1] = fVSIPLLfilter_alpha[0]; 
//------------------------------------ 
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//--------------------------------------------------- 
// under/over frequency control, limits VSI frequency 
// g_fW_VSI = ( g_fW_VSI < (2.0*math_pi*45.0) ? (2.0*math_pi*45.0) : g_fW_VSI ); 
// g_fW_VSI = ( g_fW_VSI > (2.0*math_pi*75.0) ? (2.0*math_pi*75.0) : g_fW_VSI ); 
  
// tests to see if grid is back and if VSI is leading or lagging and limits 
 if (g_bGrid_OK && ((g_fTheta_Line - g_fTheta_VSI) > 0.14)) { 
  g_fW_VSI = 2.0*math_pi*75.0; 
 } 
 else if (g_bGrid_OK && ((g_fTheta_Line - g_fTheta_VSI) < -0.14)) { 
  g_fW_VSI = 2.0*math_pi*45.0; 
 } 
 else { 
// if grid not back then limits freq according to what calculated 
  g_fW_VSI = ( g_fW_VSI < (2.0*math_pi*45.0) ? (2.0*math_pi*45.0) : g_fW_VSI ); 
  g_fW_VSI = ( g_fW_VSI > (2.0*math_pi*75.0) ? (2.0*math_pi*75.0) : g_fW_VSI );; 
 } 
//--------------------------------------------------- 
 
//-------------------------------------------------   
// grid-running vs islanding mode frequency control 
// g_fWVSI = ( g_bGrid_connect ? g_fW_VSI : cfW_ideal ); 
  
 g_fWVSI = ( g_bGrid_OK ? g_fW_VSI : cfW_ideal ); 
//------------------------------------------------- 
  
//------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
// pure integrator, ingrates freq to angle and checks for > 2pi and resets 
 fVSIPLLint_alpha[0] = fVSIPLLint_alpha[0] + (1.0*cfTsw)*(g_fWVSI); 
// Pure Integrator array limit to angle between 0 - 2pi 
 if( fVSIPLLint_alpha[0] > 2.0*math_pi ){ 
  fVSIPLLint_alpha[0] -= 2.0*math_pi; 
 }else if( fVSIPLLint_alpha[0] < 0 ){ 
  fVSIPLLint_alpha[0] += 2.0*math_pi; 
 } 
  
 float VSI_angle = fVSIPLLint_alpha[0]; 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
//------------------------------------------------------------- 
// calculated cos and sin of angle to be used in next transform  
 g_fCos_VSI = cos(VSI_angle); /*VSIPLL_Delay[0]*/ 
 g_fSin_VSI = sin(VSI_angle); /*VSIPLL_Delay[0]*/ 
// puts angle into global variable 
 g_fTheta_VSI = VSI_angle;  /*VSIPLL_Delay[0]*/ 
//------------------------------------------------------------- 
} // end VSI_PLL 
//******************************************************* 
 
//****************** Z-domain Grid PLL ****************** 
// Transform the ABC voltage of the VSI to DQ0 and tracks w and theta 
 
void Grid_PLL() 
{ 
// ABC to DQO transform 
 
/*  float x_alpha; 
  float x_beta; 
  
  x_alpha = One_SQRT6*(g_fVa_g-g_fVb_g); 
  x_beta = SQRT2_6*(g_fVa_g+g_fVb_g)-SQRT_2over3*g_fVc_g; 
    
  g_fVd_gPh = x_alpha*g_fCos_Line + x_beta*g_fSin_Line; 
  g_fVq_gPh = x_beta*g_fCos_Line - x_alpha*g_fSin_Line; 
   
  g_fVo_gPh = 0.0; 
*/ 
 
 g_fVd_gPh = SQRT_2over3*( ((g_fCos_Line)*g_fVa_g) 
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                    + ((g_fCos_Line*cos_2PIover3 + g_fSin_Line*sin_2PIover3)*g_fVb_g) 
                    + ((g_fCos_Line*cos_2PIover3 - g_fSin_Line*sin_2PIover3)*g_fVc_g) ); 
 
 g_fVq_gPh = SQRT_2over3*( -((g_fSin_Line)*g_fVa_g) 
                 - ((g_fSin_Line*cos_2PIover3 - g_fCos_Line*sin_2PIover3)*g_fVb_g) 
                 - ((g_fSin_Line*cos_2PIover3 + g_fCos_Line*sin_2PIover3)*g_fVc_g) ); 
 
 g_fVo_gPh = (SQRT_2over3*One_SQRT2)*(g_fVa_g + g_fVb_g + g_fVc_g); 
 
//------------------------------------ 
// uses Vq (ideally zero) to find freq 
// PLL filter array update 
 fGridPLLfilter_alpha[0] = g_fVq_gPh - (cfPLLfilter_a1*fGridPLLfilter_alpha[1]); 
  
// frequency output 
 g_fW_Line = 1.5*( (cfPLLfilter_b0*fGridPLLfilter_alpha[0]) + (cfPLLfilter_b1*fGridPLLfilter_alpha[1]) ); 
  
// update rest of filter array  
 fGridPLLfilter_alpha[1] = fGridPLLfilter_alpha[0]; 
//------------------------------------ 
 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
// pure integrator, ingrates freq to angle and checks for > 2pi and resets 
 fGridPLLint_alpha[0] = fGridPLLint_alpha[0] + (1.0*cfTsw)*(g_fW_Line); 
// Pure Integrator array update 
 if( fGridPLLint_alpha[0] > 2.0*math_pi ){ 
  fGridPLLint_alpha[0] -= 2.0*math_pi; 
 }else if( fGridPLLint_alpha[0] < 0 ){ 
  fGridPLLint_alpha[0] += 2.0*math_pi; 
 } 
  
 float Grid_angle = fGridPLLint_alpha[0]; 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
//------------------------------------------------------------- 
// calculated cos and sin of angle to be used in next transform   
 g_fCos_Line = cos(Grid_angle); //GridPLL_Delay[0] 
 g_fSin_Line = sin(Grid_angle); //GridPLL_Delay[0] 
  
 g_fTheta_Line = Grid_angle;  //GridPLL_Delay[0] 
//------------------------------------------------------------- 
} // end Grid_PLL 
//******************************************************* 
 
//******************* Voltage Control ******************* 
// For during Islanding modes of operation (g_bGrid_connect = false) 
 
void VM_control() 
{ 
 
//----------------------------------------------- 
// error calculation based upon mode of operation 
// if IM then control tracks IM duty-cycle, else tracks voltage reference 
 if (g_bGrid_connect) { 
  
  fVd_err = ((g_fDd_PhIM - g_fDd_PhVM)); 
  fVq_err = ((g_fDq_PhIM - g_fDq_PhVM)); 
 
   
  if( fVd_err > 0.001 ) { fVd_err = 1;} 
  else if( fVd_err < -0.001 ) { fVd_err = -1;} 
 
  if( fVq_err > 0.001 ) { fVq_err = 1;} 
  else if( fVq_err < -0.001 ) { fVq_err = -1;} 
   
  fVq_err *= 5; 
  fVd_err *= 5;   
     
 } 
 else { 
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  fVd_err = g_cfVdRef - g_fVd_Ph + (0.010826*g_cfVdRef - 3.3867);// - 1.69921; -1.1367 
  fVq_err = g_cfVqRef - g_fVq_Ph; 
 
 } 
//----------------------------------------------- 
  
//----- D-channel compensation ----- 
// d-channel VM regulator update array 
 // update of (0) position of array from measurements 
 fVM_alpha_d[0] = fVd_err  

- ( (cfVM_a1*fVM_alpha_d[1]) + (cfVM_a2*fVM_alpha_d[2]) + (cfVM_a3*fVM_alpha_d[3]) ); 
 
 fVM_beta_d = 0.25*( (cfVM_b1*fVM_alpha_d[1]) + (cfVM_b2*fVM_alpha_d[2]) + (cfVM_b3*fVM_alpha_d[3]) ); 
            
   // calculation of beta 
 fVM_alpha_d[3] = fVM_alpha_d[2];     // update array parameters 
 fVM_alpha_d[2] = fVM_alpha_d[1]; 
 fVM_alpha_d[1] = fVM_alpha_d[0]; 
  
// d-channel output and duty-cycle 
 g_fDd_PhVM = fVM_beta_d - (wL_Vdc*g_fIq);  // calculation of d-channel duty-cycle w/ decoupling 
  
//---------------------------------- 
 
//----- Q-channel compensation ----- 
// q-channel VM regulator update array 
 fVM_alpha_q[0] = fVq_err  

- ( (cfVM_a1*fVM_alpha_q[1]) + (cfVM_a2*fVM_alpha_q[2]) + (cfVM_a3*fVM_alpha_q[3]) ); 
            
   // update of (0) position of array from measurements 
 // q-channel output and duty-cycle 
 fVM_beta_q = 0.25*( (cfVM_b1*fVM_alpha_q[1]) + (cfVM_b2*fVM_alpha_q[2]) + (cfVM_b3*fVM_alpha_q[3]) ); 
            
   // calculation of beta 
 fVM_alpha_q[3] = fVM_alpha_q[2]; 
 fVM_alpha_q[2] = fVM_alpha_q[1]; 
 fVM_alpha_q[1] = fVM_alpha_q[0]; 
  
// q-channel output and duty-cycle 
 g_fDq_PhVM = fVM_beta_q + (wL_Vdc*g_fId);  // calculation of d-channel duty-cycle w/ decoupling 
//---------------------------------- 
 
//------------------------------------------------------ 
// duty-cycle limiting and scaling to be between +/- 1.0 
 float fScale; 
 fScale = sqrt(g_fDd_PhVM*g_fDd_PhVM + g_fDq_PhVM*g_fDq_PhVM); 
  
 if (fScale > 0.866) { 
  float fScaleInv = 1.0/fScale; 
  g_fDd_PhVM *= fScaleInv; 
  g_fDq_PhVM *= fScaleInv; 
 
  fVM_alpha_d[3] *= fScaleInv; 
  fVM_alpha_d[2] *= fScaleInv; 
  fVM_alpha_d[1] *= fScaleInv; 
  fVM_alpha_d[0] *= fScaleInv; 
 
  fVM_alpha_q[3] *= fScaleInv; 
  fVM_alpha_q[2] *= fScaleInv; 
  fVM_alpha_q[1] *= fScaleInv; 
  fVM_alpha_q[0] *= fScaleInv; 
 
 } 
//------------------------------------------------------  
} // end VM_control 
//******************************************************* 
 
//******************* Current Control ******************* 
// For during grid-running mode of operation (g_bGrid_connect = true)  
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void IM_control() 
{ 
 
//------------------------------ 
// Reference current calculation 
 fIdRef = (g_cfPRef*g_fVd_Ph - g_cfQRef*g_fVq_Ph)/(g_fVd_Ph*g_fVd_Ph + g_fVq_Ph*g_fVq_Ph); 
 fIqRef = (g_cfPRef*g_fVq_Ph + g_cfQRef*g_fVd_Ph)/(g_fVd_Ph*g_fVd_Ph + g_fVq_Ph*g_fVq_Ph); 
//------------------------------ 
 
//----------------------------------------------- 
// error calculation based upon mode of operation 
// if VM then control tracks VM duty-cycle, else tracks current reference 
 if (g_bGrid_connect) { 
  
  fId_err = fIdRef - g_fId + (-0.0064284*fIdRef + 0.81954); // + 0.40716; 
  fIq_err = fIqRef - g_fIq; 
       
 } 
 else { 
 
  fId_err = ((g_fDd_PhVM - g_fDd_PhIM)) ; 
  fIq_err = ((g_fDq_PhVM - g_fDq_PhIM)); 
   
  if( fId_err > 0 ) { fId_err = 1;} 
  else if( fId_err < 0 ) { fId_err = -1;} 
 
  if( fIq_err > 0) { fIq_err = 1;} 
  else if( fIq_err < 0) { fIq_err = -1;}   
   
  fId_err *= 5; 
  fIq_err *= 5; 
   
 } 
//----------------------------------------------- 
 
//----- D-channel compensation ----- 
// d-channel IM regulator update array 
 fIM_alpha_d[0] = fId_err - ( (cfIM_a1*fIM_alpha_d[1]) + (cfIM_a2*fIM_alpha_d[2]) + (cfIM_a3*fIM_alpha_d[3]) ); 
            
   // update of (0) position of array from measurements 
 
// d-channel IM regulator output 
 fIM_beta_d = 1.2*( (cfIM_b1*fIM_alpha_d[1]) + (cfIM_b2*fIM_alpha_d[2]) + (cfIM_b3*fIM_alpha_d[3]) ); 
            
   // calculation of beta 
 
// Update rest of array values 
 fIM_alpha_d[3] = fIM_alpha_d[2]; 
 fIM_alpha_d[2] = fIM_alpha_d[1]; 
 fIM_alpha_d[1] = fIM_alpha_d[0]; 
//---------------------------------- 
 
//--------------------------  
// d-channel BPF +FF/FB loop 
 fBPF_alpha_d[0] = g_fVd_Ph - ( (cfBPF_a1*fBPF_alpha_d[1]) + (cfBPF_a2*fBPF_alpha_d[2]) ); 
 
// d-channel BPF output 
 fBPF_beta_d = 1.0*(cfBPF_b1*fBPF_alpha_d[1]) + (cfBPF_b2*fBPF_alpha_d[2]); 
   
// Update rest of array values   
 fBPF_alpha_d[2] = 0.01*fBPF_alpha_d[1]; 
 fBPF_alpha_d[1] = 0.01*fBPF_alpha_d[0]; 
//-------------------------- 
 
//--------------------- 
// d-channel duty-cycle 
 g_fDd_PhIM = fIM_beta_d - (wL_Vdc*g_fIq) + fBPF_beta_d; // calculation of d-channel duty-cycle w/ decoupling 
//-------------------------- 
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//----- Q-channel compensation ----- 
// q-channel IM regulator update array 
 fIM_alpha_q[0] = fIq_err - ( (cfIM_a1*fIM_alpha_q[1]) + (cfIM_a2*fIM_alpha_q[2]) + (cfIM_a3*fIM_alpha_q[3]) ); 
            
   // update of (0) position of array from measurements 
 
// q-channel IM regulator output 
 fIM_beta_q = 1.2*( (cfIM_b1*fIM_alpha_q[1]) + (cfIM_b2*fIM_alpha_q[2]) + (cfIM_b3*fIM_alpha_q[3]) ); 
            
   // calculation of beta 
 
// Update rest of arrays 
 fIM_alpha_q[3] = fIM_alpha_q[2]; 
 fIM_alpha_q[2] = fIM_alpha_q[1]; 
 fIM_alpha_q[1] = fIM_alpha_q[0]; 
//---------------------------------- 
 
//--------------------------  
// q-channel BPF +FF/FB loop 
 fBPF_alpha_q[0] = g_fVq_Ph - ( (cfBPF_a1*fBPF_alpha_q[1]) + (cfBPF_a2*fBPF_alpha_q[2]) ); 
 
// q-channel BPF output 
 fBPF_beta_q = 1.0*(cfBPF_b1*fBPF_alpha_q[1]) + (cfBPF_b2*fBPF_alpha_q[2]);  
    
// Update rest of array 
 fBPF_alpha_q[2] = 0.01*fBPF_alpha_q[1]; 
 fBPF_alpha_q[1] = 0.01*fBPF_alpha_q[0]; 
//-------------------------- 
 
//--------------------- 
// q-channel duty-cycle 
 g_fDq_PhIM = fIM_beta_q + (wL_Vdc*g_fId) + fBPF_beta_q; // calculation of q-channel duty-cycle w/ decoupling 
//--------------------- 
 
//------------------------------------------------------ 
// duty-cycle limiting and scaling to be between +/- 1.0 
 float fScale; 
 fScale = sqrt(g_fDd_PhIM*g_fDd_PhIM + g_fDq_PhIM*g_fDq_PhIM); 
  
 if (fScale > 0.866) { 
  float fScaleInv = 1.0/fScale; 
  g_fDd_PhIM *= fScaleInv; 
  g_fDq_PhIM *= fScaleInv; 
 
  fIM_alpha_d[3] *= fScale; 
  fIM_alpha_d[2] *= fScale; 
  fIM_alpha_d[1] *= fScale; 
  fIM_alpha_d[0] *= fScale; 
 
  fIM_alpha_q[3] *= fScale; 
  fIM_alpha_q[2] *= fScale; 
  fIM_alpha_q[1] *= fScale; 
  fIM_alpha_q[0] *= fScale; 
   
 } 
//------------------------------------------------------  
} // end IM_control 
//******************************************************* 
 
//***************** Islanding Detection ***************** 
// Passive detection for determining whether system has islanded 
 
void Detection(bool* pMode, bool* pGridOK) 
{ 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------- 
// calculation of real and reactive power and frequency (Hz) 
// for detection & re-closure tests 
 f_P = (g_fVd_Ph*g_fId) + (g_fVq_Ph*g_fIq); 
 f_Q = (g_fVd_Ph*g_fIq) - (g_fVq_Ph*g_fId); 
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 f_F = g_fWVSI / (2*math_pi); 
//--------------------------------------------------------- 
 
//-------------- 
// IM to VM test 
 if ( *pMode == true ) { 
 
  if ( ( g_fVd_Ph > ( 1.1*g_cfVdRef ) ) || ( g_fVd_Ph < ( 0.88*g_cfVdRef ) ) ) { 
            
   // check VSI voltage for disturbances 
 
   if (    ( fabs( f_P - g_cfPRef ) > ( 0.15*g_cfPRef ) ) 
     || ( fabs( f_Q - g_cfQRef ) > ( 0.15*g_cfQRef ) ) 
     || ( f_F > cfFreq_upper ) 
     || ( f_F < cfFreq_lower ) ) { 
            
   // check VSI power and frequency for disturbances 
 
    *pMode = false;    // disconnect 
    *pGridOK = false;   // grid not in nominal range 
    g_fTheta = g_fTheta_VSI;  // use VSI line-anlge 
 
   } // End check VSI power and freq 
 
   else {      // stay connected 
 
    *pMode = true;    // stay connected 
    *pGridOK = true;    // grid in nominal range 
    g_fTheta = g_fTheta_Line;   // use grid line-angle 
 
   } // End stay connected 
 
  } // End check VSI voltage 
 
  else {       // Stay connected 
 
   *pMode = true;    // stay connected 
   *pGridOK = true;    // grid in nominal range 
   g_fTheta = g_fTheta_Line;   // use grid line-angle 
 
  } // End stay connected 
 
 } // End islanding check 
//-------------- 
 
//-------------- 
// VM to IM test 
 else if ( *pMode == false ) {       // check for re-closure 
 
  if ( ( g_fVd_gPh < ( 1.1*g_cfVdRef ) ) && ( g_fVd_gPh > ( 0.88*g_cfVdRef ) ) ) { 
            
   // check grid voltage for nominal conditions 
    
   *pMode = false;     // stay disconnected 
   *pGridOK = true;     // grid in nominal range 
   g_fTheta = g_fTheta_Line;   // use grid line-angle to re-sync 
 
   if ( ( fabs(g_fVd_Ph - g_fVd_gPh) ) < ( 0.15*g_fVd_gPh ) ) { 
            
   // check grid & VSI |V| 
 
/*    if ( fabs( g_fTheta_Line - g_fTheta_VSI ) > ( cfPIover6 ) ) { 
            
   // check VSI & grid line-angles to match 
     *pMode = false;    // re-connect 
     *pGridOK = true;   // grid in nominal range 
     g_fTheta = g_fTheta_VSI;  // use VSI line-angle 
    }  
    else*/  
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    if ( fabs( g_fTheta_Line - g_fTheta_VSI ) > ( 0.14 ) ) { 
     g_fTheta = g_fTheta_VSI;  // use VSI line-angle 
    } 
     
    else if ( ( f_F <= cfFreq_upper ) && ( f_F >= cfFreq_lower ) ) { 
            
   // check VSI frequency for nominal conditions 
 
//     g_fTheta = g_fTheta_Line;  // use grid line-angle to re-sync 
 
     if ( fabs( g_fTheta_Line - g_fTheta_VSI ) < ( 0.14 ) ) { 
            
   // check VSI & grid line-angles to match 
 
      *pMode = true;   // re-connect 
 
     } // End check VSI & grid line-angles to match 
 
    } // End check VSI frequency for nominal conditions 
 
   } // End check grid & VSI |V| 
 
  } // End check grid voltage for nominal conditions 
 
  else {          
  // Stay in Islanding mode 
 
   *pMode = false;     // stay disconnected 
   *pGridOK = false;     // grid not in nominal range 
   g_fTheta = g_fTheta_VSI;    // use VSI line-angle 
    
  } // End stay in islanding mode 
 
 } // End re-closure 
//-------------- 
 
} // End Detection 
//******************************************************* 
 
 
//***************** Selection of Theta ****************** 
// chooses which PLL Theta to send to the Park's Transformations 
 
void Theta_Select( bool Mode, float Phi, float* pTheta ) 
{ 
 
// *pTheta = ( Mode ? (g_fTheta_Line) : (g_fTheta_VSI) ); 
 
 g_fCos_theta = cos(*pTheta + Phi); 
 g_fSin_theta = sin(*pTheta + Phi); 
 
} 
//******************************************************* 
 
//******************************************************* 
void DG_Control() 
{ 
// calls VM and IM controls based upon which op mode suppose to be in 
 if (g_bGrid_connect) { 
  
// suppose to be IM so calls IM; then calls VM to track IM Ddqo   
  IM_control(); 
  VM_control(); 
    
  g_fDd_Ph = g_fDd_PhIM; 
  g_fDq_Ph = g_fDq_PhIM; 
    
 } 
 else { 
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// suppose to be VM so calls VM; then calls IM to track VM Ddqo      
  VM_control(); 
  IM_control(); 
    
  g_fDd_Ph = g_fDd_PhVM; 
  g_fDq_Ph = g_fDq_PhVM; 
    
 } 
} 
//******************************************************* 
 
//***************** End Function Blocks ***************** 
//******************************************************* 
 
//*********************************************************************************************** 
//*************** End New Section for use in DG applications ************************************ 
//*********************************************************************************************** 
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